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INTRODUCTION
Writing should:
• Be audience-centered
• Be Practical
• Focus on providing a simple explanation of a 

complicated matter. 
• Focus on tight, clear, and brief, writing.  Write for 

non-lawyer comprehension.
• Bad writing is a hard habit to break – most 

everything we read is terrible.
• Contain clarity and power = fruit of simplicity
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PROCESS
Goal:
•What is Your Goal? 

•What are You Trying to Prove?  

• Frame your issue in 75 words 
or less. 

• Clear writing is difficult 
because clear thinking is 
difficult.



PROCESS (cont…)

Flower’s Paradigm for the Process:

• A system that breaks down the writing 
process into four sequential steps, each one 
based on a personality.

• This process can be used even if only an 
hour available to run through the process.

PROCESS (cont…)

Flower’s Paradigm for the Process:
1. MADMAN – the madman is the research and note 

taking phase. The brilliant but sloppy creative 
genius.

2. ARCHITECT – figures out a sensible order.  The 
structure should be sound and appealing and 
arrange what the Madman dug up.  Create and 
outline and timeline.

PROCESS (cont…)

Flower’s Paradigm for the Process:
3. CARPENTER– builds a draft from Architect’s 

outline.

4. JUDGE/JANITOR– edits and cleans up.  Important 
to keep the Judge out of the picture until the others 
are done.



PROCESS (cont…)
Madman Stage: Consider Your Purpose

• What are you trying to say?

• What is the central point?

• What relief are you seeking?

• What will best express it?

• What fresh image will make it clearer?

PROCESS (cont…)
Madman Stage: Know Your Audience
Have an idea of the judge who will be 

receiving your written document, a motion, 

proposed Recommended Order or 

Administrative Complaint.                                 

Do your homework!

PROCESS (cont…)
Madman Stage: Gather Case law Support
• Research case law until different versions 

of your search are turning up the same cases. 

• If you are writing a proposed order, or                         
a complex motion, pull some orders                         
drafted by the ALJ to see what case law                         
the judge has previously used to discuss                        
the issue.



PROCESS 
(cont…)

Resource:  

DOAH Website

www.doah.state.fl.us

PROCESS (cont…)
Architect Stage:

1. Create an outline and/or timeline          
for the writing.  

2. Plan for a beginning, a middle and             
an end

3. Actually write an introduction and 
conclusion – not just forms.

PROCESS (cont…)
Carpenter Stage

1. “Tell em, what you’re gonna tell ‘em, 
Tell ‘em, then tell ‘em what you told 
‘em.”

2. Use all the plain English notes here as 
you construct document.



PROCESS (cont…)

Judge/Janitor Stage

1. Editing – plan to finish early so that you 
can put the document aside and then 
come back to it with a fresh eye.

2. For a quick motion, put down for a few 
minutes or get one other person to read.

PROCESS (cont…)
Judge/Janitor Stage

3. For an appellate brief, PRO, PFO –
plan to finish early and then have a 
group of editors to review.

4. The number of edits should be 
commensurate with the document’s 
importance.  Choose your editors 
wisely.

PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Front load the document.
• Frame the issue up front in 75 words 

or less.

• Use succinct , short paragraphs, and 
short sentences that read the way 
people talk. 

• Omit needless words.



PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Eliminating Unnecessary Words
• Frequently one word is enough.

• Avoid doublets and triplets –
“Various and Sundry”

• Vaccinate yourself against 
“Legalese”

(cont…)

PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Eliminating 
Unnecessary 

Words

Jargon Use instead

Pursuant to Under, by, in accordance with

In the event that If

Bring an action against Sue

Herein In this _______

In as much as Since, because

Instant case Here, this case

Not less than At least

Prior to Before

Subsequent to After

Such That, this, those, the

Thereafter Later

Therein In its, in them, inside

(cont…)

PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Punctuation
• If you do have a series of 

things, use “Oxford” or 
serial comma for clarity.

• Definitely use the serial 
comma if it increases 
clarity.

(cont…)



PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Discuss contrary caselaw
• Discuss contrary case law and                             

distinguish it up front, rather                                 
than waiting to see if it is                                    
raised by the other side.

• Assume the Judge has serious reservations about 
what you are arguing and address those concerns 
up front.

(cont…)

PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure
(cont…)

Use concrete nouns and verbs
• You want to “show not tell”

through your writing.  Minimize 
the use of is, are, was, were. 

• Avoid “unnecessary legal 
claptrap.”

PLAIN ENGLISH:  
Tone and 
Structure

(cont…)

Use concrete 
nouns and verbs

Instead of this Use this

An adequate number of Enough

A number of Many

A sufficient number of Enough

At the present time Now

At the time when When

At this point in time Now

During such time While

For the reason that Because

In the event that If

In the near future Soon

Is able to Can

Notwithstanding the fact that Because

On a daily basis Daily

On the grounds that Because

Prior to Before

Subsequent to After

The majority of Most

Until such time as Until



PLAIN ENGLISH:  Tone and Structure

Other Observations:
• Minimize use of other wordy 

phrases – watch out for using 
“of” too often

• Change –ion words into active 
words – use “illustrates,”
instead of “provides an 
illustration”

(cont…)

DOCUMENT DESIGN (cont…)
• Keep quoted case law short and to the point.  

• Consider placing all citations to case law in 

footnotes. 

• Avoid string citations.

• Use the most persuasive cases from the best 

jurisdiction for your argument . 

• Only use quotations from cases if they are 

absolutely on point.

Dos and Don’ts of Drafting an 
Administrative Complaint



Dos of Administrative Complaint Drafting

Take Pride in Your Complaint

(But Be Not Proud)

• Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall. Proverbs 
16:18

• Always be mindful of your own potential for human error.

• Be humble while drafting and proofreading, and you will create documents that 
make you proud. 

Dogs must be leashed when entering a 
pubic area.



Atomic Typo
• An unintended, but correctly spelled, word in a document that spell-checkers will 

not catch.

• The mistake is very small (atomic), and often consists of a single incorrect letter.

• Examples:
�Unclear vs. nuclear
�United vs. untied
� Public vs. pubic
� Sedan vs. Sudan
�Trail vs. trial
�Compliant vs. complaint

• The effect of an atomic typo can be nuclear.

• Can be amplified through the use of “copy and paste” or “search and replace.”

Avoid Unnecessary Pitfalls

• Word-numeral doublets, e.g. one (1): Don’t.

• Numbers generally: The Achilles heel of legal writing.

Example: CRP/Extell Parcel I, L.P. v. Andrew Cuomo, in his capacity as 
the Attorney General of the State of New York

• Symbols: From clutter to catastrophe. 

�% and &

�’ and ”

�+ and –

• Pronouns: Who did what now?

Proofreading

• Print your document before you proofread it.

• If time permits, allow a colleague to proofread your documents.

• The lawyer bears ultimate responsibility for errors.



State the Relevant Facts

Tell the Story

• The facts tell the story of the case.

• The parties will dispute the facts at the trial/hearing.

• Facts should not be misunderstood as interpretation or as conclusions. 

• The evidence advanced in support of the case is not part of the facts of the 
case. 

• What Really Constitutes the Facts of the Case: 

The defendant’s acts/omissions.

The defendant’s legal obligations voluntarily or under the law.

How the defendant failed to fulfill their legal or voluntary obligations.

Be Complete
• Each count must state with specificity both the factual and legal basis 

for the claim it sets forth. 

• Make sure that the facts stated match the claim alleged. 

• State all the facts that pertain to the elements of the violation.

• Example – Alleging Claims for Misrepresentation, Fraud, Breach of 
Trust, Willful Default or Undue Influence:

List the statement of fact, the party who made the statement, and 
to whom it was made. 

To plead elements of malice, fraudulent intention, knowledge or 
other condition of the mind, necessary details should be stated.



Be Concise
• Do not state everything that happened. 

• Example – A Negligence Claim Based on a Car Accident:

State that defendant did not obey the stop sign, collided with plaintiff’s car, and plaintiff 
suffered property damage and physical injury. 

Do not state the color of each car, defendant’s driving history, whether defendant was 
going to work or school, etc. 

• Only state the facts that correspond to the elements of the claim.

• Example – A Claim Based on Negligent Misrepresentation: 

Do not include facts that show intent. 

Include facts that show the defendant did not verify that his statements were true, before 
making them to the plaintiff. 

Include facts that show the defendant had a duty to verify that his statements were true. 

Have Proof Before Alleging a Fact

• Make sure you have the necessary documents to prove the facts. 

• Example – A Case Where Payment is an Element of the Violation/Claim: 

Make sure you have proof of payment before alleging it in a complaint. 

It is best to state “defendant received compensation for….”

Do not state exact dollar amounts unless you can prove them. 

Cite the Correct Statute



Make Sure the Statute Pertains to the Facts 
Giving Rise to the Complaint

• Each violation alleged must correspond to a statute.

Example – A that case involves electrical contracting: Allege a violation of 
chapter 489, part II, not part I. 

• When citing to a statute, always put the correct year the facts arise under. 

Example – A case based on acts that occurred in 2011: Cite the 2010 or 2011 
version of the statute. Statutes typically become effective each July.

• Make sure each count is brought under a statute. 

• Do not allege a statutory violation unless there are facts to support it. 

Clearly State Which Statute Corresponds to 
Which Count

• The same facts can constitute violations of multiple statutes. 

• State a separate count for each statutory violation alleged. 

• Number each count, so that each count pertains to a separate statute. 

• If there are multiple facts that constitute violations of the same statute, list the 
statute once.

• Do not refer to a statute unless you are basing a count on that statute. 

Cite the Corresponding Procedural 
Statute

• Example – A Case Based on a Violation of Chapters 455 and 489, Part II:

State: “Petitioner is the state agency charged with regulating the 
practice of electrical contracting pursuant to section 20.165, Florida 
Statutes (2010), and chapters 455 and 489, part II, Florida Statutes 
(2010).”

• When asking for attorney’s fees, cite the statute that allows attorney’s 
fees for the particular type of claim alleged in the complaint. 

• In the fines/damages section, cite the statute that allows fines/damages 
for the particular type of claim alleged in the complaint. 



Make Sure that a Statute Gives You the 
Authority to Prosecute

• Many statutes and rules contain requirements or prohibitions, but do not 
provide an enforcement mechanism. 

Example - Section 489.119(5)(b), Florida Statutes. “The registration or 
certification number of each contractor shall appear in each offer of services, 
business proposal, bid, contract, or advertisement…”

• Section 489.119 does not provide authority for enforcement; therefore a 
contractor may not be charged with violating 489.119 alone. Section 489.129. 
Florida Statutes. “The board may [discipline] any certificate holder or registrant 
[for]… (i) Failing in any material respect to comply with the provisions of this 
part or violating a rule or lawful order of the board.”

• A contractor who fails to include a license number in a contract or 
advertisement must be charged with violating section 489.129(1)(i), by failing to 
comply with the provisions in section 489.119(5)(b).

Don'ts of Administrative Complaint 
Drafting

Don’t Be Repetitive

• If the facts create multiple claims/violations, just state them once. 

• Example – A Case Based on the Defendant Posting Something on Twitter: 

To allege slander and libel, do not state the facts twice. 

State the defendant posted a statement about the plaintiff, on Twitter, etc. 

List a separate count for slander and a separate count for libel. “…re-
alleges and incorporates...”



Don’t Be Too Specific

• Do not use exact numbers.

Example – The Date When the Events Giving Rise to Claim Occurred:

State “on or about mm/dd/yyyy …” not on “on mm/dd/yyyy …”

• Example – The Amount of Plaintiff’s Damages:

Do not state the exact dollar amount.

State “Plaintiff suffered damages..” or “Plaintiff suffered 

damages in excess of…”

Don’t Base a Complaint on Assumptions

• State facts you know you can prove. 

• If the case requires assumptions, then you will not be able to meet the burden 
of proof. 

• Example - A Claim Involving a Contract Dispute: 

List the prices, services, and dates exactly as they are stated in the 
contract. 

Don’t Merge Several Claims Into One

• Plead each legal claim in a separate count.

• Pay attention to each element of each count. 



Don’t Include Intent
• UNLESS IT IS NECESSARY.

• Intent is a difficult element to prove.

• Fraud, breach of trust, dishonest dealings by trick, scheme or device, 
concealment, misrepresentation.

• An administrative complaint which charges a licensee with failing to 
do a required act generally does not require intent.

Example
• A Real Estate Broker must immediately place deposits received from 

buyers in escrow.

• If a Broker takes seven days to deposit an escrow check, his state of 
mind in failing to comply is immaterial as to guilt.

Intent
• Don’t allow yourself to be held to a standard that isn’t required. 



Don’t Confuse Legal Conclusions with 
Allegations of Material Fact

• Administrative Complaints are generally broken up into two portions.

• One portion is for facts, the other is for conclusions of law.

• Keep these two separate.

Fact Examples
• On April 5, 2012, Respondent received a deposit check from the Buyer.

• On April 7, 2012, Respondent developed and communicated an 
appraisal report for the Subject Property.

• On April 9, 2012, Respondent did x, y and z…

Conclusions of Law
• Respondent failed to comply with rules governing the handling of

deposits.

• Respondent failed to comply with USPAP.

• Respondent is guilty of x, y and z…



Don’t Use Incendiary Language

Don’t Use Incendiary Language
• This will open the door to a dispute of fact.

Example: 

• 1) Respondent received an offer to purchase the Subject Property from 
Buyer A.

• 2) Respondent received an offer to purchase the Subject Property from 
Buyer B.

• 3) Respondent conveyed Buyer A’s offer to Seller.

• 4) Respondent concealed Buyer B’s offer from Seller.

Don’t Use Incendiary Language
• In the previous example, the word concealed is both an accusation 

and a conclusion.

• This will most certainly be disputed.



Don’t Use Incendiary Language
• A better way to plead this would be as follows:

Example:

• 1) Respondent received an offer to purchase the Subject Property from 
Buyer A

• 2) Respondent received an offer to purchase the Subject Property from 
Buyer B

• 3) Respondent conveyed Buyer A’s offer to Seller

• 4) Respondent failed to convey Buyer B’s offer to Seller

Don’t Use Incendiary Language
• Real estate licensing law requires an agent to convey all offers.

• Simply stating that Respondent failed to convey an offer satisfies the 
necessary elements of the statutory violation.

• The Respondent can attempt to mitigate the penalty by stating his 
rationale for failing to convey the offer, but the Respondent doesn’t 
get a formal hearing.

Don’t Use Incendiary Language
• Leave the facts as they are and avoid the desire to aggravate through 

the use of adjectives and adverbs.

• Personal attacks in pleadings do not impress anyone.

• The Administrative Law Judge or the Board/Commission will decide
how the Respondent acted.



Example
• Leave words such as wantonly, recklessly, clearly or negligently out of 

your facts portion.

• Words such as these are unnecessary and are conclusions.

• The ALJ/Board/Commission will make this determination.

Mitigation
• Mitigation is for the Respondent to present.

• Leave it out of your Administrative Complaint.

• Just the facts that you, the drafter need to prove your case.

Dos and Don’ts of Drafting Closing 
Orders/Letters of Guidance



Stick to the Relevant Facts

• Don’t put unnecessary facts in there.

• Goal is to get closing order through.

• Stay away from hot button issues for panel members.

• Don’t need extra evidence of guilt.

Can Amend from Closing Order to Letter of 
Guidance on the Spot

• Many cases have time limits and need to clear out.

• Take good notes, and request an oral amendment.

• If a Closing Order becomes an Administrative Complaint, you can also orally 
amend there. If you know a Closing Order is iffy, prepare in advance what you’d 
like to put in an Administrative Complaint if it becomes one.

More Dos

• Proofread a Closing Order as carefully as you would an Administrative 
Complaint.

• When you put down the address of the Respondent, check 
LicenseEase to see if it’s current.

• Include lack of harm if applicable.



Don’t Automatically Accept Changes

• Speak your mind, but use diplomacy like Kissinger.

• For Letters of Guidance, make sure any statutory changes are 
supported, and that the statute was in existence at the time. Have 
your statute book handy.

• Remember, you will be the one drafting that revised Closing Order or 
Letter of Guidance later. 

Don’t Give Legal Advice in a Letter of 
Guidance

• Say “the panel noted,” not that “you should do this.”

• If we tell them what to do, they can raise this as a defense in the 
future.

• The forum for a professional to get guidance is a declaratory 
statement.

Be Clear when Issues are not Regulatory

• We sometimes get monetary disputes between licensees.

• We are not the right forum for private money disputes. Other areas 
cover this, like bankruptcy laws.



More Don’ts

• Don’t use legalese.

• Don’t write your Closing Order or Letter of Guidance in a way that 
kills the case if it becomes an Administrative Complaint.
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Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Step #1: Read the transcript.

Step #2: Gather your case law.

Step #3: Begin drafting.

DRAFTING DOCUMENTS

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order
• The PRO should be double spaced,                                

in 12 point Courier New font, and                               
not be longer than forty (40) pages                             
unless authorized by the ALJ.

• The PRO should contain an opening                        
paragraph, appearances, a statement                             
of the issues, a preliminary statement, findings                
of fact, conclusions of law, and a recommendation.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Opening Paragraph:

• The opening paragraph recites the                            
ALJ’s name, the date and the location                                
of the final hearing.

• Appearances include the attorney’s name                    
and address and the opposing parties’
name and address.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Statement of the Issues:

• The statement of the issues  is a                               
concise summary of the issue presented.  

• In DBPR disciplinary cases, it is                               
usually whether Respondent                                  
committed the violations alleged                                
in the  administrative complaint.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Preliminary Statement:

• When and how the matter was                                     
referred to DOAH.

• Names of witnesses (and titles, if                              
applicable) and quantity of exhibits                            
may be included.

• The fact that a transcript was ordered,                         
the number of volumes, and when it was filed with DOAH.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Findings of Fact:

• Gives the overall story of what                                 
happened in the case.

• Use short consecutively numbered                               
paragraphs.

• Present the findings in chronological order.

• Each paragraph should include one specific finding of fact.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Findings of Fact:

• Cite to the record using the                                    
page and line number.

• As a general rule, do not quote                                 
testimony or content of exhibits                                
unless absolutely necessary.

• Do not include any conclusions of law.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)

Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order

Conclusions of Law

• The first paragraph: The Division of                            
Administrative Hearings has                                     
jurisdiction over the subject matter                            
and the parties hereto pursuant to                              
Section 120.57(1), Florida Statutes.

• Other introductory paragraphs include the burden                
of proof and standard of proof with applicable case law. 
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)
Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order
Conclusions of Law

• Apply the law to the findings of fact.

• Do not add information that is                                  
not included in the record.

• Cite statutes, rules, and case law as                           
necessary.

• Use subheadings with multiple counts or issues and      
have a summary paragraph at the end of each subheading.
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DRAFTING DOCUMENTS (cont…)
Drafting the Proposed Recommended Order
Recommendation
• Based on the foregoing findings of fact                         

and conclusions of law, it is recommended                       
that a final order be entered….

• Cite to the statute or rule that allows                         
for the penalty you are requesting.

Certificate of Service
• Sent to the opposing party.



Prosecutorial Discretion

Interacting with 

Complainants

Pro Se Litigants



Prosecutorial Discretion and 

the Administrative Attorney

Interacting with Complainants

Pro Se Litigants

Prosecutorial Discretion 

and the Administrative 

Attorney

Melinda H. Butler, Esq.

Assistant General Counsel

Department of Business and Professional Regulation

melinda.butler@myfloridalicense.com

(850) 717-1199

Rule 4-3.8:  Special 

Responsibilities of a Prosecutor

The Florida Bar’s Rules of Professional Responsibility, July 1, 2012

� An attorney’s first impression regarding the special 
role of a prosecutor comes from the Florida Bar’s 
Rules of Professional Responsibility.

� Although Rule 4-3.8 is intended to apply to criminal 
prosecutors only, it can provide a starting point for 
the discussion due to their similarity.
- A defendant’s freedom can be at risk in a criminal prosecution;

- A respondent’s property right in the license can be at risk in an 
administrative prosecution.



The prosecutor in a criminal case shall:

(a). Refrain from prosecuting a charge that the prosecutor 

knows is not supported by probable cause;

(b). Not seek to obtain from an unrepresented accused a 

waiver of important pre-trial rights such as a right to a 

preliminary hearing (this section does not necessarily 

apply to pro se litigants.);

Rule 4-3.8:  Special 

Responsibilities of a Prosecutor

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall:

(c). Make timely disclosure to the defense of all 

evidence or information known to the prosecutor that 

tends to negate the guilt of the accused or mitigates 

the offense, and, in connection with sentencing, 

disclose to the defense and to the tribunal                

all unprivileged mitigating information known to the            

prosecutor, except when the prosecutor is relieved              

of this responsibility by a protective order of the             

tribunal.  

Rule 4-3.8:  Special 

Responsibilities of a Prosecutor

The Bar Rule Commentary
(Remembering: The Rule applies to the criminal prosecutor but 

resonates in administrative context.)

“A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of 
justice and not simply that of an advocate.”

“This responsibility carries with it specific obligations 
such as…so that guilt is decided upon the basis of 
sufficient evidence.  Precisely how far the prosecutor 
is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate.”

- A matter of “debate” or a matter of                    
“discretion”?



Agency Discretion is the Basis 

of Administrative Prosecutorial 

Discretion

� “ Administrative law is dominated by the term discretion.”

� “…the term is used in numerous ways.”

� Mr. Koch noted the concept of discretion in administrative law is  
characterized by “some sense that the agency needs a degree of 
freedom to make mistakes.”

� One major distinguishing characteristic is the degree of freedom
embodied in each form of discretion.

� Koch focused on three of types of agency discretion.

Koch, Charles H. Jr., “Judicial Review of Administrative Discretion” (1986). 

Faculty Publications , Paper 624.  http://scholarship.law.wm.edu/facpubs/624

Koch’s Three Types of 

Agency Discretion

� Individualizing (most pervasive) – The power to make case 

by case decisions in administering a program made up of 

general rules, i.e., statutory, judicial, or administrative.  In

individualizing, the  decision maker commonly exercises the 

authority to adjust applicable rules at the margin in order to 

improve a program’s ability to ensure individual justice.  

� Individualizing - Incorporates flexibility and a sense of 

fairness. (This type is similar to that of Policymaking below.  

However, an example specific to this type could be deciding 

whether to issue a warning rather than bringing a formal 

administrative action.)

Koch’s Three Types of 

Agency Discretion

� Executing – The power to fill in the details of the 

governing statutes, e.g., adopting forms through 

rulemaking.

� Policymaking – The freedom to exercise judgment 

within established parameters, e.g., in settlement, 

levying civil penalties below the penalty                

guidelines or only accepting the maximum     

penalty.  



The U.S. Supreme Court Weighs In

Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985)

� In 1985, regarding a federal agency, the Court 
upheld a presumption of the  non- reviewability 
of decisions of an agency not to undertake 
enforcement action.

� Condemned prison inmates brought an action 
to compel the FDA to take an enforcement 
action with respect to drugs used for lethal 
injections used to carry out a death                        
sentence.

The U.S. Supreme Court Weighs In

Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985)

� In other words, an agency’s decision not to 

prosecute or enforce, whether through civil or 

criminal process, is a decision generally 

committed to an agency’s absolute discretion.

Agency Discretion Translates into 

Administrative Attorney 

Prosecutorial Discretion

� Where there is probable cause that a licensee has 

violated a practice act, an administrative prosecutor    

may prosecute an administrative action to ensure 

compliance and/or impose discipline.

� The administrative prosecutor represents the       

interests of the people of the state of Florida, not an 

individual complainant, not the subjects of 

complaints,  or any other interests.



Prosecutorial Discretion

� Administrative prosecutors may exercise 

prosecutorial discretion which includes:

� In light of the burden of proof, weighing the 

strength of the evidence supporting a violation 

including:

� Evaluating the credibility of each witness; 

� Evaluating the credibility of the complainant, 

by taking into consideration possible motives 

and biases, and the complainant’s prior 

history, if any, with the agency; 

Prosecutorial Discretion

� Considering the timeliness or staleness of the 

complaint;

� Assessing the degree to which the alleged 

violation caused harm to others;

� Considering the subject’s intent by, among other 

things, reviewing the subject’s disciplinary 

history; and

� Doing a cost-benefit analysis of prosecuting     

the case through a final order.

In Sum…

� Prosecutors play a special role when they 

attempt to limit someone’s freedom or take 

away a property right;

� Administrative prosecutors, like criminal 

prosecutors, have extra duties that arise out 

of this special role;

� Administrative prosecutors derive 

prosecutorial discretion from the discretion 

of the agencies that they represent;



In Sum…
� Along with the administrative prosecutor’s 

extra duties, comes the discretion not to 

prosecute;

� There are certain assessments that only the 

administrative prosecutor can make; and

� Although accountable to the 

Division/Department/Board that he/she 

represents, the administrative prosecutor 

has the responsibility to attempt to              

exercise prosecutorial discretion,              

where appropriate.  

Interacting with Complainants

Pooja Patel, Esq.

Deputy Chief Litigation Counsel

Department of Business and Professional Regulation

pooja.patel@myfloridalicense.com

(850) 717-1234

I. Introduction: Who is your 

complainant?

Consumer of the State of Florida 

• Layperson who entered into a contract with a 

licensee

• Person associated with a licensee 

• Business competitor 

• Disgruntled employee

• Person with a former personal relationship 



II. Role of complainants 

Role of consumer complainants

• Relationship is awkward and complex

• The state does not represent any individual 

complainant in a case.

• Complainants are not parties to these cases.

• Have a right only to have an investigation 

conducted if there is legal sufficiency[1]

• Provide information and act as a witness if a 

case goes to a formal hearing

[1] Tyson v. Florida Bar, 826 So. 2d 265 (Fla. 2002).

III. Understanding your 

complainant 

Many become upset if a case is closed without 
prosecution

• Unlicensed activity complaints and complaints against 
community association managers in addition to all 
complaints on the Business side of the department 
are public.  

• Other types of cases closed without a finding of 
probable cause are private, so the merits may not be 
discussed.[1]

Mindset of Department “complainants”
• Put a lot of effort into compiling a thorough case file 

since it is part of their duties

• May feel that their efforts do not yield results if a  
case is closed without prosecution

[1] Section 455.225(10), Florida Statutes (2012)

IV. Practice tips for productive 

interactions with consumer 

complainants

Complainants frequently ask “What is happening 

with my case?”

• Never refer to a particular case as “your case” when 

speaking to a complainant. 

• “The department’s case against Mr. Respondent” or 

“the case against Mr. Respondent.”

• This language sets a more accurate tone for the 

relationship between the department and the 

complainant. 



IV. Practice tips for productive 

interactions with consumer 

complainants (cont…)

Complainants can be verbose at times.

• Don’t have lengthy, irrelevant discussions with 

complainants. 

• Otherwise, you run the risk of losing your 

impartiality in evaluating a case. 

• You also run the risk of not being able to 

terminate the conversation when you have other 

work to complete.

IV. Practice tips for productive 

interactions with consumer 

complainants (cont…)

Complainants, like many other people, usually 

are not unbiased.

• Be aware that complainants may try to paint 

respondents in a negative light and themselves as 

pure victims. 

• Ask follow-up questions to information they provide 

to ensure you have all of the relevant information 

about a situation. 

• Do not allow complainants to focus on conclusory

information; make sure they are providing facts so 

you can draw your own conclusions. 

IV. Practice tips for productive 

interactions with consumer 

complainants (cont…)

The “I received the closing letter” phone call:
• If the case is confidential, you may want to have your law 

clerk or another person return the phone call initially 
because the information you are allowed to provide is 
standard and limited.

• If someone insists on speaking with you, be polite and 
answer the few questions you would be allowed to answer, 
but point out that it would be a first degree misdemeanor 
warranting imprisonment for you to discuss the merits of        
the case.[3]

• Provide the phone number for the Florida Bar Lawyer       
Referral Service and suggest that the person may want           
to talk with an attorney who can represent him/her.             
You may also want to provide the phone                          
number for their local legal aid office.  

[3] Section 455.232, Florida Statutes (2012)



IV. Practice tips for productive 

interactions with consumer 

complainants (cont…)

Some complainants may want to express their 

gratitude to you.

• Do not forget that agency employees may not         

accept gifts from complainants.[4]

• If you receive a gift in the mail, simply return it.

• If you cannot return the gift either because you             

do not know the identity of the sender or the               

item was delivered (such as flowers or a food        

basket), you may donate the item to a charity.

[4 ] Section 112.313, Florida Statutes (2012)

Pro Se Litigants

Paige Shoemaker, Esq., Personnel Attorney

Department of Business and Professional Regulation

paige.shoemaker@myfloridalicense.com

(850) 717-1202

C. Erica White, Esq., Chief Attorney - Professions

Department of Business and Professional Regulation

erica.white@myfloridalicense.com

(850) 717-1203

PRO SE LITIGANTS: 

Overview

� It is the right of all U.S. citizens to 

represent themselves in court, as pro se

litigants. 

� People usually choose to fight their own 

legal battles, without an attorney, to save 

money.
http://www.faldp.org/florida-pro-se.html



PRO SE LITIGANTS: 

Overview

� But even with the numbers of pro per 

litigants on the rise, many lawyers are 

more likely than not to “roll their eyes”

when facing a pro se litigant. **

� Attorneys should not discount or under 

estimate their pro se opponent simply 

because they are representing 

themselves. ** 
http://www.law360.com/articles/167015/how-to-handle-a-pro-se-litigant

PRO SE LITIGANTS: 
Administrative Proceedings

� In an administrative proceeding, any 

party who appears in any agency 

proceeding has the right, at his or her 

own expense, to be represented by 

counselor by a qualified representative. 

Rule 28-106.106(1), F.A.C.

PRO SE LITIGANTS: 
Administrative Proceedings 

(cont..)

� The administrative law judge or presiding 

officer shall authorize the representative 

to appear if the presiding officer is 

satisfied that the representative has the 

necessary qualifications to responsibly 

represent the party's interests.  

Rule 28-106.106(3), F.A.C



Tips on Dealing with             

Pro Se Litigants

� With the number of pro se litigants is on the 

rise, and lawyers facing these pro se litigants 

should re-think their usual trial strategies and 

methods of communication.

� Many pro se litigants do not understand the 

rules of procedure and adversarial nature of 

the legal system. 

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� Frequently, a pro se party who has been served 

with legal documents will call the lawyer who 

signed them and demand an explanation

� Rule 4-4.3(a) of the Florida Bar Rules of the 

Professional Conduct provides that a lawyer 

shall not give legal advice to an unrepresented 

person
http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #1:  Always be polite and respectful.

The enraged pro se will be incented to file 

motions for sanctions, bar grievances and 

appeals, and responding to these motions 

takes up valuable time and resources.

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 



Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #2:  Don’t rely on using courtroom 

procedure to win the case.  While pro se 

litigants should be held to the same standards 

as lawyers, judges often do not rigorously 

enforce the rule.  Judges want the record to 

show that the case was resolved on the merits 

despite any  procedural irregularities. 

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #3: Get everything in writing. Proving 

that there was, in fact, a meeting of the minds 

by following up with a letter or signed 

agreement makes a written record that the 

lawyer was not “playing lawyer tricks”.

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #4:  Don’t take the pro se lightly.  Many 

lawyers assume that pro se litigants are 

incompetent.  This is a dangerous and 

frequently incorrect assumption – pro se 

litigants can be of varying degrees of 

competency, and are a lot smarter and more 

experienced than one would think.

http://www.americanbar.org/newsletter/publications/youraba/201106article03.html

Dealing With Pro Se Litigants, by Evan L. Loeffler – ABA Law Trends & News Newsletter, Fall 2010 



Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #5:   Start out friendly, not fake and 

not overly forceful. Shake your opponent’s 

hand.  Introduce yourself.  Don’t expect the 

pro se litigant to like you or much less trust 

you.

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #6:   Do not be offended easily.  The pro 

se litigant is generally defensive and therefore, 

tends to “cop an attitude”, so have a thick skin 

in place.  Try to let little jabs bound off of you. 

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #7:   Do not be condescending.  

Although the pro se litigant is not a lawyer, it 

does not mean that he or she is illiterate. 

When someone talks down to you, you are 

insulted; the pro se litigant will be also.

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)



Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #8:  Avoid using legal jargon. Many 

pro se litigants are not well-versed in the 

language of the law.  To engender a sense 

of fairness on your part (and to not sound 

pompous) avoid using legal terms that you 

know the opposing party will not understand. 

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

� TIP #9:   Check the court file often.  It is 

possible that a pro se litigant will fail to serve 

you with a copy of every document that he or 

she has filed with the Court.  The last thing 

that you need is to be surprised at the Final 

Hearing. 

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)

Tips on Dealing with Pro Se

Litigants (cont…)

o TIP #10:  Do not abuse your power to 

object.  Make objections when appropriate.  

Also, it is not necessary to betlittle the pro se

litigant when making your objection.  Simply 

make the objection and allow the Court to 

rule.

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)



PRO SE LITIGANTS:
Final Thoughts

o Pro se litigants are here to stay.  The 

numbers of pro se litigants are rising, and 

not falling. 

o Most judges are going to allow the pro se

litigant to get it all off of their chest during the 

hearing, so just settle in. 

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)

PRO SE LITIGANTS: 
Final Thoughts (cont…)

o Remember that the reason that a person is 

proceeding in pro se representation is not 

relevant.  What matters is that you are able to 

effectively deal with the situation .

o Regardless of the outcome, remember that 

you belong to an honorable profession --

conduct yourself accordingly. 

“....Facing the Pro Se Party”, by Amber L. Alwais

(www.mytaca.org/conference/documents/SpeakerWebsite.pdf)



Discovery & 

Depositions
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DepositionsDepositions

““What youWhat you’’re deposed to dore deposed to do””

A A DepoDepo--What?What?

�� Discovery DeviceDiscovery Device

�� You will need:You will need:
�� Schedule with opposing counselSchedule with opposing counsel

�� Timely notice w/ expected durationTimely notice w/ expected duration

�� Court reporterCourt reporter

�� Motion (if by telephone)Motion (if by telephone)

�� OathOath

�� Subpoena (for nonSubpoena (for non--party)party)

�� Traveling notary (if witness is remote)Traveling notary (if witness is remote)

�� Subpoena Subpoena ducesduces tecumtecum (for documents)(for documents)

Why?Why?

�� Perpetuate testimonyPerpetuate testimony

�� ImpeachmentImpeachment

�� If a witness is unlikely to appear at trialIf a witness is unlikely to appear at trial

�� Sun Tzu: Sun Tzu: ““If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the rIf you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a esult of a 
hundred battles.  If you know yourself but not the enemy, for evhundred battles.  If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained you ery victory gained you 
will also suffer a defeat.will also suffer a defeat.””

�� Sun Tzu: Sun Tzu: ““To secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own hands, but thTo secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own hands, but the e 
opportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy himsopportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy himself.elf.””

�� Sun Tzu: Sun Tzu: ““Force the enemy to reveal himself, so as to find out his vulneraForce the enemy to reveal himself, so as to find out his vulnerable points.ble points.””
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Who?Who?

�� Opposing expertsOpposing experts

�� Witnesses unlikely to appear at trialWitnesses unlikely to appear at trial

�� Witness that may admit under oathWitness that may admit under oath

Where?Where?

�� Practice Tips:Practice Tips:

�� Your office if possible (need consent)Your office if possible (need consent)

�� Court ReporterCourt Reporter’’s offices office

�� Opposing counselOpposing counsel’’s office only as a last resorts office only as a last resort

�� By telephone if feasibleBy telephone if feasible

�� Rules:Rules:

�� Plaintiff: where the action is pendingPlaintiff: where the action is pending

�� Defendant: place of residence / businessDefendant: place of residence / business

�� Nonparty: only in the county where they reside or conduct Nonparty: only in the county where they reside or conduct 

businessbusiness

When?When?

�� 30 days after service of the complaint30 days after service of the complaint

�� Any time prior to discovery cutAny time prior to discovery cut--offoff
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How?How?

�� Do your homeworkDo your homework
�� Statutes, rules, governing documentsStatutes, rules, governing documents

�� Documentary evidence, prior statements, etc.Documentary evidence, prior statements, etc.

�� Treat it like a miniTreat it like a mini--trialtrial

�� Make an outlineMake an outline

�� Initially attempt to establish rapportInitially attempt to establish rapport

�� Gradually escalate questioningGradually escalate questioning

�� Delve as deeply as you canDelve as deeply as you can

�� Point out inconsistencies and evasive answers.Point out inconsistencies and evasive answers.

�� The only valid objections are to The only valid objections are to ““the form of the questionthe form of the question”” or a claim of or a claim of 
privilegeprivilege

�� Demand either an answer or a protective orderDemand either an answer or a protective order

�� Be prepared to file a motion to compelBe prepared to file a motion to compel

�� Deponent has the right to review transcript or waiveDeponent has the right to review transcript or waive

�� Review the transcript yourselfReview the transcript yourself

Dealing with Unreasonable Dealing with Unreasonable 

AttorneysAttorneys

�� Maintain composureMaintain composure

�� Remember YOU ARE ON RECORDRemember YOU ARE ON RECORD

�� Remind attorney of the rules governing Remind attorney of the rules governing depodepo’’ss

�� Any party can make an oral motion to suspend the Any party can make an oral motion to suspend the 
DepoDepo for bad faith, unreasonably annoying, for bad faith, unreasonably annoying, 
embarrassing or oppressiveembarrassing or oppressive…… seek ALJ ruling by seek ALJ ruling by 
phonephone

�� Advise that you will pursue a motion to compel and Advise that you will pursue a motion to compel and 
seek feesseek fees

�� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pocKf4http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pocKf4--
pfhM&feature=relatedpfhM&feature=related

WitnessesWitnesses

�� Yours v. TheirsYours v. Theirs

�� Forthcoming v. EvasiveForthcoming v. Evasive

�� Friendly v. HostileFriendly v. Hostile

�� Experts v. LayExperts v. Lay
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Your WitnessYour Witness

�� Prepare them!Prepare them!
�� Review the file togetherReview the file together

�� Review the statutes & rules togetherReview the statutes & rules together

�� Discuss sensitive issues BEFORE the Discuss sensitive issues BEFORE the depodepo

�� 33--step process: listen, repeat, answerstep process: listen, repeat, answer

�� Watch out for closeWatch out for close--thethe--door questionsdoor questions

�� Watch out for estimatesWatch out for estimates

�� Watch for questions that unfairly summarize testimonyWatch for questions that unfairly summarize testimony

�� Check your temperCheck your temper

�� Do not volunteer informationDo not volunteer information

�� Or elseOr else……

�� The Office Season 4, Episode 8.The Office Season 4, Episode 8.

Forthcoming v. EvasiveForthcoming v. Evasive

�� Forthcoming witness tip:Forthcoming witness tip:

�� Ask openAsk open--ended questions and let them rambleended questions and let them ramble

�� Evasive witness tips:Evasive witness tips:

�� Use babyUse baby--stepssteps

�� Walk an evasive witness down the path you want them to goWalk an evasive witness down the path you want them to go

�� Bring a copy of the statute, rules, AC, and fileBring a copy of the statute, rules, AC, and file

�� Point out the absurdity of their evasive statementsPoint out the absurdity of their evasive statements

�� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNy2A4lDgHc&fhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNy2A4lDgHc&f

eature=relatedeature=related

Friendly v. HostileFriendly v. Hostile

�� Friendly witness tip:Friendly witness tip:
�� Ask openAsk open--ended questionsended questions

�� Hostile witness tips:Hostile witness tips:
�� MAINTAIN COMPOSUREMAINTAIN COMPOSURE

�� Use babyUse baby--stepssteps

�� Remind the witness of the rules governing depositionsRemind the witness of the rules governing depositions

�� Advise that you will seek a motion to compelAdvise that you will seek a motion to compel

�� Poke the trollPoke the troll

�� Sun Tzu: Sun Tzu: ““If your opponent it of choleric temper, seek to irritate him.  If your opponent it of choleric temper, seek to irritate him.  
Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant.Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant.””

�� Wang Tzu: Wang Tzu: ““The good tactician plays with his adversary as a cat plays with The good tactician plays with his adversary as a cat plays with a a 
mouse; first, feigning weakness and immobility, and then suddenlmouse; first, feigning weakness and immobility, and then suddenly pouncing y pouncing 
upon him.upon him.””

�� Point out the absurdity of their statementsPoint out the absurdity of their statements
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Lay WitnessesLay Witnesses

�� Speak in plain EnglishSpeak in plain English

�� Demand clear answersDemand clear answers

�� Advise that Advise that ““uu--huhhuh”” ““unhunh--uhuh”” are not are not 

acceptable answersacceptable answers

�� Learn to understand dialects that confuse youLearn to understand dialects that confuse you

�� Attempt to make the record clearAttempt to make the record clear

�� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJAy7k2tohttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJAy7k2to

3c&feature=related3c&feature=related

ExpertsExperts

�� Do your homeworkDo your homework

�� CV, resume, published articles, AngieCV, resume, published articles, Angie’’s list, etc.s list, etc.

�� Obtain a basic understanding of the topicObtain a basic understanding of the topic

�� Learn about conflicting theories in the fieldLearn about conflicting theories in the field

�� Confront them with any inconsistencyConfront them with any inconsistency

�� DonDon’’t try to outsmart themt try to outsmart them

�� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKcPx2jD5http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKcPx2jD5

to&feature=relatedto&feature=related

Questions?Questions?



Trial Notebooks &

Exhibits
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Preparing the Trial 
Notebook:

“Getting Your Ducks in a Row”

Preparing the Trial 
Notebook:

“Getting Your Ducks in a Row”

presented by:

Christina Arzillo, Esq., Gautier Kitchen, Esq.

Dustin Metz, Esq., and C. Erica White, Esq.

TRIAL 
NOTEBOOK

TRIAL 
NOTEBOOK

presented by:

C. Erica White, Esq.

TRIAL NOTEBOOK - OverviewTRIAL NOTEBOOK - Overview

• The trial notebook contains the reference 
material used in hearings involving formal 
hearings before an Administrative Law 
Judge (ALJ) at the Division of 
Administrative Hearings (DOAH). 

• The notebook should include everything 
needed in order to present the case, 
arranged in a manner that allows quick 
and easy access to information. 
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Overview (cont…)Overview (cont…)

Reference Materials:

• Chapter 120, Florida Statutes 

• Chapter 90, Florida Statutes

• Florida Rules of Civil Procedure

• DOAH Uniform Rules (Ch. 28-106, F.A.C.)

• Uniform Rules of Procedure (Ch. 28-101 –
28-110, F.A.C.)

Overview (cont…)Overview (cont…)

Recommended Materials:

• Administrative Complaint

• Election or Rights Form

• Copy of the Statutes and Rules (for 
which you plan to request judicial notice)

• Order of Pre-Hearing Instructions 

• Opening Statement (if any)

Overview (cont…)Overview (cont…)

Recommended Materials:

• Pre-Hearing Stipulation (joint)                   
or Pre-Hearing Statement (unilateral)

• Petitioner’s Witness List

• Petitioner’s Exhibit List, including any 
previously admitted exhibits

• Motions and Orders (each Motion should 
be individually tabbed)
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Overview (cont…)Overview (cont…)

Recommended Materials:

• Petitioner's Impeachment Exhibits

• Witness Questions

• Questions for Cross-examination

• Discovery 

• Telephone Contact List

• Investigative File

• Licensure File

Overview (cont…)Overview (cont…)

Miscellaneous Materials:

• DOAH case file (this includes anything 
filed at DOAH - in chronological order)

• Deposition Transcripts (needed for 
impeachment purposes)

TRIAL NOTEBOOK - TipsTRIAL NOTEBOOK - Tips

• Judge’s Notebook – A complete 
notebook, pre-labeled and Bates-
stamped should be prepared for the 
judge, co-counsel, opposing counsel, 
and the court reporter (if necessary).  

• Be sure to prepare a Table of Contents 
for quick-reference. 
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TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)

• All Petitioner's witnesses should be given 
a copy of questions they will be asked, or 
at least a list of information they will be 
questioned about during the hearing, 
along with any exhibits the attorney 
intends to enter through that witness, at 
least seven (7) days prior to the hearing. 

TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)

• All experts should be given complete 
copies of the files that they reviewed, as 
well as any pertinent information obtained 
following the issuance of the expert report, 
and any discovery responses filed by 
Respondent. 

TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)

• A quick reference guide for common 
objections and short arguments for the 
objections may be a useful tool at hearing.

• If a Pre-Hearing stipulation has been filed, 
the exhibit numbers used at the hearing 
should correspond to the numbers used in 
the pre-hearing stipulation.  
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TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)TRIAL NOTEBOOK – Tips (cont…)

• Following the Exhibit List itself, all exhibits 

should be placed in the order that the 

attorney intends to enter them, labeled 

with exhibit labels, and individually tabbed 

for easy identification during the hearing. 

Taken from Practice Pointers for Administrative Hearings: 
Use of Exhibits by Bram D. E. Canter, , The Florida Bar Journal, 

July/August 2012, Volume 86, No. 7. 

EXHIBITSEXHIBITS

presented by:

Christina Arzillo, Esq., 

Gautier Kitchen, Esq.

Planning Your PresentationPlanning Your Presentation

• How will you admit your exhibits into 
evidence?

• Who will authenticate your exhibits?

• Is there a logical way to present your 
exhibits, such as chronologically? 
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Labeling ExhibitsLabeling Exhibits

• Consider each case independently

• Use numbers to label your exhibits, 
but letters if it’s a composite exhibit, 
i.e. 7a

• Bates Stamp 

Filing ExhibitsFiling Exhibits

• Deadlines

• Method for Filing 

What Should You Bring 
to the Hearing?

What Should You Bring 
to the Hearing?

• Video Site Copy of Exhibits
– Witnesses

– Investigator

– Court Reporter

• ALJ’s Copy of Exhibits
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Admitting Exhibits Into EvidenceAdmitting Exhibits Into Evidence

• Preliminarily: Pre-Hearing Stipulation

• Through Witnesses

• Type of exhibit will determine the 
method of admittance

Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(REAL EVIDENCE METHOD)

Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(REAL EVIDENCE METHOD)

• Q:  Witness, I am showing you the [real 
evidence]? Do you recognize [the evidence]? 

• A: Yes.  

• Q: How do you recognize [the evidence]?

• A: I am the [officer] [investigator] who 
[process by which witness obtained the 
evidence].

• Q: Ask the ALJ to admit the exhibit

Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE METHOD)

Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE METHOD)

• Q:  Witness, I am showing you a 
contract.  Do you recognize this contract?

• A: Yes.

• Q: How is it that you recognize it?

• A: I remember signing this contract on 
[date]

• Q: Ask the ALJ to admit the exhibit.
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Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE METHOD)

Admitting Exhibits Into Evidence 
(DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE METHOD)

• Q:  Witness, I am showing you a 
diagram of the [ xxxx ].  Does this 
accurately reflect your recollection of 
the [ xxxx ]?

• A: Yes.

• Q: Ask the ALJ to admit the exhibit.

Things to Always Keep in MindThings to Always Keep in Mind

• Focus your case to ensure you have the 
exhibits you need and avoid introducing 
unnecessary exhibits.

• Try to stipulate to the admission of 
exhibits with Respondent and resolve 
disputes prior to the hearing.

• Pre-mark the exhibit for identification 
purposes (bring extra labels to court) 

Things to Always Keep in Mind 
(cont…)

Things to Always Keep in Mind 
(cont…)

• Have enough copies.

• Make sure Respondent has a copy of the 
exhibit.

• Show the exhibit to the witness (if 
applicable).

• Ask the right predicate questions to lay a 
foundation .
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Things to Always Keep in Mind 
(cont…)

Things to Always Keep in Mind 
(cont…)

• Ask the ALJ to admit the exhibit

• Review what exhibits were admitted 
before you leave the hearing and make 
sure you, Respondent, and the court 
have a copy of each exhibit.

JUDICIAL
NOTICE

JUDICIAL
NOTICE

presented by:

Dustin W. Metz, Esq.

Judicial Notice:  What is it?Judicial Notice:  What is it?

• The recognition of certain facts that 
judges may properly take and act upon 
without proof.

• Judicial knowledge ordinarily displaces 
the necessity of evidence.

• Termed “official recognition” in 
administrative hearings.
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• It simplifies the fact-finding process.
– Less time.

– Fewer witnesses.

• It definitively limits the scope of the 
Final Hearing.

Judicial Notice:  Why Use It?Judicial Notice:  Why Use It?

• File a motion with the Court.

• Give each party “reasonable notice” of 
the request.

• Certain matters must be judicially noticed.

Judicial Notice:  
How Do I Use It?
Judicial Notice:  
How Do I Use It?

Mandatory Judicial Notice :
• Decisional, constitutional, and public 

statutory law and resolutions of the 
Florida Legislature and the Congress of 
the U.S.

• Florida rules of court that have statewide 
application, its own rules, and the rules  
of United States courts adopted by the  
U.S. Supreme Court.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.
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Mandatory Judicial Notice (cont) :

• Rules of court of the U.S. Supreme Court 
and of the U.S. Courts of Appeal.

Permissive Judicial Notice :

• Special, local, and private acts and 
resolutions of the Congress of the U.S. 
and of the Florida Legislature.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.

Permissive Judicial Notice :
• Decisional, constitutional, and public 

statutory law of every other state, territory, 
and jurisdiction of the U.S.

• Contents of the Federal Register.

• Laws of foreign nations and of an 
organization of nations.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.

Permissive Judicial Notice (cont…) :

• Official actions of the legislative, 
executive, and judicial departments of the 
U.S. and of any state, territory, or 
jurisdiction of the U.S.

• Records of any court of this state or of any 
court of record of the U.S. or of any state, 
territory, or jurisdiction of the U.S.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.
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Permissive Judicial Notice (cont…) :

• Provisions of all municipal and county 
charters and charter amendments of this 
state, provided they are available in 
printed copies or as certified copies.

• Rules promulgated by governmental 
agencies of this state which are published 
in the F.A.C. or in bound written            
copies.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.

Permissive Judicial Notice (cont…) :

• Duly enacted ordinances and resolutions of 
municipalities and counties located in 
Florida, provided such ordinances and 
resolutions are available in printed copies or 
as certified copies.

• Facts that are not subject to dispute 
because they are generally known within 
the jurisdiction of the court.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.

Permissive Judicial Notice (cont…) :

• Facts that are not subject to dispute 
because they are capable of accurate and 
ready determination by resort to sources 
whose accuracy cannot be questioned. 

• Official seals of governmental agencies 
and departments of the U.S. and of any 
state, territory, or jurisdiction of                 
the U.S.

Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.201 F.S.
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Permissive can become Mandatory: 
A court shall take judicial notice of any 
matter in s. 90.202 when a party requests 
it and:

• Gives each adverse party timely written 
notice of the request, proof of which is 
filed with the court, to enable the 
adverse party to prepare to meet the 
request.

Judicial Notice - § 90.203 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.203 F.S.

Permissive can become Mandatory: 
A court shall take judicial notice of any 
matter in s. 90.202, F.S. when a party 
requests it and:

• Furnishes the court with sufficient 
information to enable it to take judicial 
notice of the matter.

Judicial Notice - § 90.203 F.S.Judicial Notice - § 90.203 F.S.

Why use them?

• Simplifies the fact-finding process.
– Less time.

– Fewer witnesses.

• Impeachment.

Certified CopiesCertified Copies
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How do I get them in the record?

• Judicial Notice / Official Recognition.

• Witness to authenticate.

Certified Copies (cont…)Certified Copies (cont…)

What is the proper foundation?

• Witness has personal knowledge of the 
business’ filing system.

• Witness removed the record from a 
certain file.

• It was the correct file.

Business RecordsBusiness Records

What is the proper foundation?

• The witness recognizes the exhibit as 
the record (s)he removed from the file.

• The witness specifies the basis on 
which (s)he recognizes the exhibit. 

Business Records (cont…)Business Records (cont…)
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Question and 
Answer Session

Question and 
Answer Session

Preparing the Trial 
Notebook:

“Getting Your Ducks in a Row”

Preparing the Trial 
Notebook:

“Getting Your Ducks in a Row”

presented by:

Christina Arzillo, Esq., Gautier Kitchen, Esq.

Dustin Metz, Esq., and C. Erica White, Esq.



Witness Preparation &

Examination
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WITNESS WITNESS 
PREPARATION  PREPARATION  

and EXAMINATIONand EXAMINATION

WITNESS WITNESS 
PREPARATIONPREPARATION

TYPES OF WITNESSESTYPES OF WITNESSES

�� Fact WitnessFact Witness

�� This witness has personal knowledge.This witness has personal knowledge.

�� Predicate WitnessPredicate Witness

�� This witness has no personal knowledge This witness has no personal knowledge 
of facts; however, must have personal of facts; however, must have personal 
knowledge of matter proven.knowledge of matter proven.

�� This witness is usually used to lay This witness is usually used to lay 
foundation or admit evidence.foundation or admit evidence.
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TYPES OF WITNESSES TYPES OF WITNESSES 
(cont(cont……))

�� Character WitnessCharacter Witness

�� This witness used to bolster or impeach.This witness used to bolster or impeach.

�� Expert WitnessExpert Witness

�� This witness has practical experience; This witness has practical experience; 
andand

�� This witness possesses a degree or has This witness possesses a degree or has 
specialized knowledge or skill.specialized knowledge or skill.

WITNESS COACHING vs. WITNESS COACHING vs. 
WITNESS PREPATIONWITNESS PREPATION

�� You can groom the presentation of the You can groom the presentation of the 
facts; however, you can not groom the facts; however, you can not groom the 
facts. To do so is witness coaching.facts. To do so is witness coaching.

�� Obviously witness coaching is unethical Obviously witness coaching is unethical 
and possibly illegal.and possibly illegal.

�� Witness coaching could also lead to Witness coaching could also lead to 
discipline from the Florida Bar ,or even discipline from the Florida Bar ,or even 
court sanctions.court sanctions.

WITNESS PREPARATIONWITNESS PREPARATION

�� Promotes efficiency;Promotes efficiency;

�� Is necessary and even expected;Is necessary and even expected;

�� Clarifies relationships and expectations; Clarifies relationships and expectations; 
andand

�� Clears up issues with the facts and Clears up issues with the facts and 
evidence.evidence.
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WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Initial StepsInitial Steps

�� DetermineDetermine if you really need the witness if you really need the witness 
testimony?testimony?

�� DetermineDetermine if you can admit necessary if you can admit necessary 
evidence without a witness?evidence without a witness?

�� Can you use a selfCan you use a self--authenticating authenticating 
document?document?

�� Can you stipulate to admissible Can you stipulate to admissible 
evidence with opposing counsel?evidence with opposing counsel?

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Initial StepsInitial Steps

�� EstablishEstablish the attorneythe attorney’’s order of s order of 
appearance;appearance;

�� DetermineDetermine if any special accommodations if any special accommodations 
are needed; andare needed; and

�� EnsureEnsure that you know the facts of your that you know the facts of your 
case.case.

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
First MeetingFirst Meeting

�� Arrange a meeting with your witness.Arrange a meeting with your witness.

�� Explain the basic facts of the case.Explain the basic facts of the case.

�� Explain the legal process (Law 101).Explain the legal process (Law 101).

�� Instruct witness not to discuss the case Instruct witness not to discuss the case 
with anyone.with anyone.

�� Instruct the witness not to prepare Instruct the witness not to prepare 
anything.anything.
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WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
First Meeting (contFirst Meeting (cont……))

�� Identify the documents that you intend to Identify the documents that you intend to 
produceproduce

�� Explain the forum.Explain the forum.

�� Explain time and location of proceeding.Explain time and location of proceeding.

�� Explain who will be present.Explain who will be present.

�� Warn the witness that her credibility may Warn the witness that her credibility may 
be attacked.be attacked.

�� Explain the Explain the ““DoDo’’s and s and DonDon’’tt’’ss””..

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
The DoThe Do’’s and Dons and Don’’tsts

DO:DO:
�� Use pauses and silence Use pauses and silence 

�� Listen for objectionsListen for objections

�� Dress appropriatelyDress appropriately

�� Maintain eye contactMaintain eye contact

WITNESSES:  WITNESSES:  
The DoThe Do’’s and Dons and Don’’tsts

DONDON’’T:T:
�� Volunteer answers;Volunteer answers;

�� Guess;Guess;

�� Argue;Argue;

�� Answer the question, then stop;Answer the question, then stop;

�� Use head nods or gestures;Use head nods or gestures;
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WITNESSES:  WITNESSES:  
The DoThe Do’’s and Dons and Don’’ts (contts (cont……))

DONDON’’T:T:
�� Use distracting mannerisms;Use distracting mannerisms;

�� Use inappropriate language;Use inappropriate language;

�� Use a monotone voice;Use a monotone voice;

�� Utilize a rigid posture;Utilize a rigid posture;

�� Be afraid to say, Be afraid to say, ““I donI don’’t knowt know””, or , or ““I I 
dondon’’t remembert remember””..

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Perform the Perform the ““Dry RunDry Run””

�� The dry run familiarizes the attorney with The dry run familiarizes the attorney with 
the witnessthe witness’’s demeanor and non verbal s demeanor and non verbal 
characteristics.characteristics.

�� The dry run allows you to determine the The dry run allows you to determine the 
weaknesses and discrepancies in your weaknesses and discrepancies in your 
case.case.

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Perform the Perform the ““Dry RunDry Run”” (cont(cont……))

�� The dry run allows you to determine the The dry run allows you to determine the 
witnesswitness’’s knowledge and memory of the s knowledge and memory of the 
facts.facts.

�� The dry run familiarizes witness with the The dry run familiarizes witness with the 
case and questions to be asked.case and questions to be asked.

�� The dry run allows you to play The dry run allows you to play ““devildevil’’s s 
advocate.advocate.””
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WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Special Considerations Special Considerations -- ExpertsExperts

�� Prior to retaining the expert, make sure Prior to retaining the expert, make sure 
that he or she knows well ahead of time that he or she knows well ahead of time 
the scope of services, as well as the scope the scope of services, as well as the scope 
of the allowed time.of the allowed time.

�� DonDon’’t assume that you need an expert.t assume that you need an expert.

�� Keep it simple.Keep it simple.

�� Have you selected the correct type of Have you selected the correct type of 
expert witness?expert witness?

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Special Considerations Special Considerations -- ExpertsExperts

�� What is the expertWhat is the expert’’s understanding about s understanding about 
the general facts of the case?the general facts of the case?

�� Identify his or her opinions.Identify his or her opinions.

�� Did the expert review the opposing Did the expert review the opposing 
experts report? If so, what is his or  experts report? If so, what is his or  
opinion?opinion?

�� What are the industry standards?What are the industry standards?

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Special Considerations Special Considerations ––

Experts (contExperts (cont……))

�� Play devilPlay devil’’s advocate.s advocate.

�� Remember the Remember the ““mirror expertmirror expert”” rule.rule.

�� Ensure Ensure youryour expert is on expert is on youryour side.side.

�� Ensure the expert uses laymenEnsure the expert uses laymen’’s terms.s terms.

�� Perform a Perform a ““dry rundry run”” for your expert.for your expert.
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WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Establish Expert QualificationsEstablish Expert Qualifications

�� EducationEducation

�� SeminarsSeminars

�� Professional associationsProfessional associations

�� Copy of resumeCopy of resume

�� Books or articles writtenBooks or articles written

�� Employment historyEmployment history

�� Other cases Other cases 

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Prepare the Expert to DiscussPrepare the Expert to Discuss

�� When he was first contacted and by who?When he was first contacted and by who?

�� What were you told about the case?What were you told about the case?

�� How much are you being paid?How much are you being paid?

�� Again, are you an expert in any similar Again, are you an expert in any similar 
cases?cases?

�� Does the Department use you regularly?Does the Department use you regularly?

�� What files or documents did the expert What files or documents did the expert 
review?review?

WITNESS PREPARATION :  WITNESS PREPARATION :  
Did the Expert Prepare a Report?Did the Expert Prepare a Report?

�� If so, go through the report in detail.If so, go through the report in detail.

�� Ask the following questions:Ask the following questions:

��When did you prepare the report?When did you prepare the report?

��Did you have any assistance?Did you have any assistance?

��What materials did you refer to in What materials did you refer to in 
writing the report?writing the report?
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WITNESS PREPARATION :WITNESS PREPARATION :
Practice TipsPractice Tips

�� Are prior statements of an unavailable Are prior statements of an unavailable 
witness admissible?witness admissible?

�� How do you obtain attendance of a party How do you obtain attendance of a party 
or non party witness at a deposition?or non party witness at a deposition?

�� On motion granted, you may conduct a On motion granted, you may conduct a 
phone deposition.phone deposition.

�� How do you compel a party or non party How do you compel a party or non party 
witness to produce documents at a witness to produce documents at a 
deposition?deposition?

WITNESS PREPARATION :WITNESS PREPARATION :
Practice Tips (contPractice Tips (cont……))

�� How do you get a non party witness or How do you get a non party witness or 
adverse witness to appear at trial?adverse witness to appear at trial?

�� Any person subject to a subpoena must be Any person subject to a subpoena must be 
paid.paid.

�� NonNon--government witnesses are paid as government witnesses are paid as 
allowed by statute.allowed by statute.

�� NonNon--party witnesses can be excluded by party witnesses can be excluded by 
““invoking the ruleinvoking the rule””..

WITNESS PREPARATION :WITNESS PREPARATION :
Practice Tips (contPractice Tips (cont……))

�� No depositions until after 30 days of No depositions until after 30 days of 
service of the initial pleading (with service of the initial pleading (with 
exceptions).exceptions).

�� All witnesses must be disclosed in the All witnesses must be disclosed in the 
pretrial stipulation.pretrial stipulation.

�� With a few exceptions, every person is With a few exceptions, every person is 
competent to be a witness.competent to be a witness.
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WITNESS PREPARATION :WITNESS PREPARATION :
Ethical ConsiderationsEthical Considerations

�� Avoid creating a lawyerAvoid creating a lawyer--client client 
relationship with the complainant or other relationship with the complainant or other 
witnesses.witnesses.

�� A lawyer shall not testify in his own trialA lawyer shall not testify in his own trial

�� A lawyer shall not obstruct another A lawyer shall not obstruct another 
partyparty’’s access to evidence.s access to evidence.

�� A lawyer shall not instruct your witness to A lawyer shall not instruct your witness to 
fabricate evidence or testify falsely.fabricate evidence or testify falsely.

WITNESS PREPARATION :WITNESS PREPARATION :
Ethical ConsiderationsEthical Considerations

�� You cannot pay for testimony (except as You cannot pay for testimony (except as 
allowed by statute)allowed by statute)

�� You cannot instruct a witness not to You cannot instruct a witness not to 
comply with a discovery request.comply with a discovery request.

�� You cannot offer evidence that you know You cannot offer evidence that you know 
is false, nor can you allow a witness to is false, nor can you allow a witness to 
offer false testimony.offer false testimony.

�� You cannot express a personal opinion You cannot express a personal opinion 
about a witness.about a witness.

WITNESS WITNESS 
EXAMINATIONEXAMINATION
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WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Effective CrossEffective Cross--ExaminationExamination

�� CrossCross--examination is often thought to be examination is often thought to be 
one of the most difficult tasks for the trial one of the most difficult tasks for the trial 
lawyer. lawyer. 

�� It is generally limited to questions on It is generally limited to questions on 
issues raised during direct examination. issues raised during direct examination. 

�� On crossOn cross--examination, an attorney may try examination, an attorney may try 
to question the witness's ability to identify to question the witness's ability to identify 
or recollect information or try to impeach or recollect information or try to impeach 
the witness or the evidence. the witness or the evidence. 

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
DepositionsDepositions

�� Preparation for crossPreparation for cross--examination at trial examination at trial 
begins when preparing for the deposition.begins when preparing for the deposition.

�� During the deposition, an attorney should:During the deposition, an attorney should:

�� Test questions that will be asked of the Test questions that will be asked of the 
witness at trial.witness at trial.

��Ask only leading questions of the Ask only leading questions of the 
witness witness ---- develop questions for the develop questions for the 
which will elicit a "yes" or which will elicit a "yes" or ““nono”” answer.answer.

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Depositions (contDepositions (cont……))

�� During the deposition, an attorney should:During the deposition, an attorney should:

��Ask one fact per question. Keep Ask one fact per question. Keep 
questions simple.questions simple.

�� Not argue with the witness.  This will Not argue with the witness.  This will 
encourage the witness to engage in a encourage the witness to engage in a 
comfortable give and take discussion. comfortable give and take discussion. 
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WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Trial PreparationTrial Preparation

�� Summarize the information gathered in Summarize the information gathered in 
the depositions.the depositions.

�� Create a crossCreate a cross--examination outline for the examination outline for the 
questions that will be asked of the witness.questions that will be asked of the witness.

�� Place all materials that will be used as Place all materials that will be used as 
source materials behind your outline in source materials behind your outline in 
the trial notebook.the trial notebook.

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Trial Preparation (contTrial Preparation (cont……))

�� The cardinal rule of questioning witnesses The cardinal rule of questioning witnesses 
applies in cross examination as well applies in cross examination as well –– do do 
not ask a question to which you do not not ask a question to which you do not 
know the answerknow the answer..

�� Plan to start strong and finish strong.Plan to start strong and finish strong.

�� Keep in mind that sometimes the best Keep in mind that sometimes the best 
cross examination is to ask no questions at cross examination is to ask no questions at 
all.all.

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
CrossCross--Examination of ExpertsExamination of Experts

�� You should plan to take the deposition of You should plan to take the deposition of 
the opposing expert prior to the trial.the opposing expert prior to the trial.

�� At the expert's deposition, it is absolutely At the expert's deposition, it is absolutely 
critical that you "box in" the expert critical that you "box in" the expert 
regarding the exact opinions that he/she regarding the exact opinions that he/she 
intends to give at trial.intends to give at trial.
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WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
CrossCross--Examination of Experts Examination of Experts (cont(cont……))

�� Make sure to carefully research the Make sure to carefully research the 
expert's qualifications, community expert's qualifications, community 
standing in the expert's own field, prior standing in the expert's own field, prior 
testifying experience. testifying experience. 

�� Additionally, become intimately familiar Additionally, become intimately familiar 
with the expert's report.with the expert's report.

�� The expert should not be guiding an The expert should not be guiding an 
attorney through his report (and opinions) attorney through his report (and opinions) 
during crossduring cross--examination. examination. 

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
CrossCross--Examination of Experts Examination of Experts (cont(cont……))

�� In preparing for crossIn preparing for cross--examination, focus examination, focus 
on potential areas of weakness:on potential areas of weakness:

�� Poor qualifications and/or lack of Poor qualifications and/or lack of 
expertiseexpertise

�� Rushed/incomplete analysisRushed/incomplete analysis

�� Insufficient data or information Insufficient data or information 

�� BiasBias

�� Incorrect methodologyIncorrect methodology

�� Inaccurate workInaccurate work

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Helpful HintsHelpful Hints

�� An extra copy of the pages to be used for An extra copy of the pages to be used for 
impeachment should be available and impeachment should be available and 
marked as impeachment exhibits in the marked as impeachment exhibits in the 
trial notebook.trial notebook.

�� Observation of the body language and Observation of the body language and 
demeanor of a witness is crucial to a demeanor of a witness is crucial to a 
successful crosssuccessful cross--examination. examination. 
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WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Helpful Hints (contHelpful Hints (cont……))

�� No question should ever be asked which  No question should ever be asked which  
is so broad that it gives an expert an is so broad that it gives an expert an 
opportunity to expand on his own views opportunity to expand on his own views 
and allow him to cover a point unable to and allow him to cover a point unable to 
be made on direct examination.be made on direct examination.

�� Remember that the professional witness is Remember that the professional witness is 
always partisan. In crossalways partisan. In cross--examination, examination, 
encourage the witness to betray this bias. encourage the witness to betray this bias. 

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Irving YoungerIrving Younger’’s 10 Commandments of Crosss 10 Commandments of Cross

�� Be BriefBe Brief

�� Use Plain WordsUse Plain Words

�� Use Only Leading QuestionsUse Only Leading Questions

�� Be PreparedBe Prepared

�� ListenListen

WITNESS EXAMINATION :WITNESS EXAMINATION :
Irving YoungerIrving Younger’’s 10 Commandments of Crosss 10 Commandments of Cross

�� Do Not QuarrelDo Not Quarrel

�� Avoid RepetitionAvoid Repetition

�� Disallow Witness ExplanationDisallow Witness Explanation

�� Limit QuestioningLimit Questioning

�� Save for SummationSave for Summation
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QUESTION QUESTION 
AND ANSWER AND ANSWER 

SESSIONSESSION



Establishing Clear 

Points of Entry 

Tolling & Defending 

Claims of Equitable 

Estoppel



CLEAR POINTS OF ENTRY

Presentation by Paul H. Amundsen

Presented by Dustin William Metz, 

LeChea C. Parson, & Brittany B. Griffith

Capeletti Brothers, Inc. v. Department of Transportation,

362 So. 2d 346, 348-49 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978).

[A]n agency must grant affected 

parties a clear point of entry, 

within a specified time after 

some recognizable event in 

investigatory or other free-form 

proceedings.

Capeletti Brothers, Inc. v. Department of Transportation,

362 So. 2d 346, 348-49 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978).

Until proceedings are had 

satisfying Section 120.57, Florida 

Statutes, or an opportunity for 

them is clearly offered and 

waived, DOT is powerless to 

suspend Capeletti’s certificate of 

qualification.



Not a Clear Point of Entry if -

General Development Utilities, Inc. v. Department 
of Environmental Regulation, 417 So. 2d 1068 
(Fla. 1st DCA 1987)(point of entry so remote 
from the agency action as to be ineffectual). 

Wahlquist v. School Board of Liberty County, 423 
So. 2d 471, 473 (Fla. 1st DCA 1982); Sterman v. 
Florida State University Board of Regents, 414 So. 
2d 1102 (Fla. 1st DCA 1982) (notice does not 
inform the affected party of right to request a 
hearing and the time limits for doing so).

Rule 28-106.111(2), Fla. Admin. Code

[P]ersons seeking a hearing on an 
agency decision which does or 
may determine their substantial 
interests shall file a petition for 
hearing with the agency within 
21 days of receipt of written 
notice of the decision.

THINGS THAT CAN GO WRONG 



1. DEADLINE NOT CALENDARED

2. DEADLINE CALENDAREDWRONG

3. CALENDAR NOT CHECKED

(digression)

RULES FOR

CALENDARING

Rules for Calendaring 
1. Calendaring is your responsibility.  It is not your 

staff’s or anyone else’s responsibility. 

2.   Always calendar the deadline the moment the 

deadline comes to  your attention.  If you wait 

until later, the day will come when “later” never 

happens.  Never “wait until later.”

3. Calendar entries should be specific:  

What is due?  Where?  For what client/matter?



Calendar Rules 

4.   Always involve at least one other person in 
calendaring deadlines, including counting the days 
to accurately determine a deadline.

5.   If the deadline is uncertain for any reason, calendar 
the earliest deadline.

6.   Always put advance reminders on the calendar for 
jurisdictional deadlines and deadlines that require 
substantial work.

Calendar  Rules 

7. Always check your calendar daily; at the beginning 

and at the end of the day.

8.   Keep a back-up hardcopy calendar.

9. Assign someone else, a colleague or assistant, to 

check it as well. 

10.  Check it again.

MORE THINGS

THAT CAN GO WRONG



Receipt of Notice

Do NOT rely on your client’s recollection of the 
date notice was received

– Investigate & Be Certain 

– Document Receipt

–When in Doubt, Assume the Earliest Date

– Be Prepared to Prove Receipt of Notice

Rule 28-106.103, Fla. Admin. Code, 

Computation of Time  

The enlargement of time for service by 
mail or overnight courier does not
apply to the “point of entry.”

DO NOT RELY ON THE ENLARGEMENT 
OF TIME FOR RECEIPT BY MAIL, YOUR 
PETITION WILL BE UNTIMELY

You cannot always rely on the 

Uniform Rules 

Agency Rules May Shorten the Time, so—

ALWAYS Check the Agency’s Procedural Rules, 

For Example: 

Department of Environmental Protection

Section 403.815, Florida Statutes

Rule 62-110.106, Fla. Admin. Code



Unless it is a rule challenge, the 

petition is filed with the agency clerk.

Section 120.569(2)(a), Florida Statutes:

Except for any proceeding conducted as 
prescribed in s. 120.56 [rule challenges] a 
petition or request for a hearing under 
this section shall be filed with the agency.

“File” or “Filed” or “Filing”

Mean Only One Thing

Actual, physical receipt of 

a document by the agency 

clerk -- No other meanings

But see  Pro Tech Monitoring v. Department of 

Corrections, 72 So. 3d 277 (Fla. 1st DCA 2011)

• Law firm courier prohibited from proceeding 

past the agency’s security desk to file 

petition with the agency clerk

• Courier told that the guard would accept the 

petition for filing; and the courier obtained a 

date stamped copy for the attorney’s file  

• Agency thereafter dismissed petition as 

untimely filed



Pro Tech Monitoring v. Department of 

Corrections (continued)

First District reversed, finding:

• The guard desk was the equivalent of the 

agency clerk under those facts and filing was 

therefore timely, and

• The doctrine of equitable tolling was 

applicable because the petitioner was led to 

believe that there was nothing further to do 

after giving the petition to the guard.

Pro Tech Lessons

• Properly instruct the person filing the 

petition for you

• If your petition is hand delivered, have 

an extra copy for the agency to date 

stamp for your file

EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE

Rule 28-106.111(3), Fla. Admin. Code:

An agency may, for good cause shown, grant a request for 
an extension of time for filing an initial pleading. Requests 
for extension of time must be filed with the agency prior 
to the applicable deadline. Such requests for extensions of 
time shall contain a certificate that the moving party has 
consulted with all other parties, if any, concerning the 
extension and that the agency and any other parties agree 
to or oppose the extension. A timely request for extension 
of time shall toll the running of the time period for filing a 
petition until the request is acted upon. 



CHECK THE AGENCY’S RULES ON  

EXTENSION OF TIME REQUIREMENTS

DEP’S RULE 62-110.106(4), ALLOWS AN 

EXTENSION TO BE GRANTED AFTER THE 

DEADLINE HAS PASSED “UPON MOTION 

SHOWING THAT THE FAILURE TO ACT WAS 

THE RESULT OF EXCUSABLE NEGLECT.”

YOUR MOTION FOR 

EXTENSION OF TIME

• STATE SPECIFICALLY WHY THE EXTENSION OF 
TIME IS NEEDED

• STATE HOW MUCH MORE TIME IS 
REQUESTED

• PROPOSE A NEW DEADLINE DATE SO THERE 
IS NO CONFUSION ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE 
ASKING FOR

• CONTACT ALL COUNSEL AND STATE THEIR 
POSITIONS ON THE MOTION

Equitable Tolling

A defense to an untimely hearing 

request.



Section 120.569(2)(c), Florida Statutes

A petition shall be dismissed if . . . it 

has been untimely filed.  [. . .]  This 

paragraph does not eliminate the 

availability of equitable tolling as a 

defense to the untimely filing of a 

petition.

EQUITABLE TOLLING

Rule 28-106.111, Fla. Admin. Code:

(4) Any person who receives written notice of an 
agency decision and who fails to file a written 
request for a hearing within 21 days waives the 
right to request a hearing on such matters.  This 
provision does not eliminate the availability of 
equitable tolling as a defense. 

EQUITABLE TOLLING OCCURS WHEN

(1) The Petitioner has been misled or lulled into 
inaction, or 

(2) Has in some extraordinary way been prevented 
from asserting his or her rights, or

(3) Has timely asserted his or her rights mistakenly in   
the wrong forum; and,

(4) No prejudice to a party.  

Machules v. Department of Administration, 523 So. 2d 1132 (Fla. 
1988).



REQUIRED READING
Riverwood Nursing Center LLC v. Agency for 

Health Care Administration, 58 So. 3d 907 

(Fla. 1st DCA 2011).

Despite sympathetic facts for petitioner, 

dismissal of petition filed one day late 

affirmed; no equitable tolling because 

Machules elements not present.

Riverwood Lessons
• Harsh consequences – Follow the rules for 

calendaring

• Equitable tolling applied sparingly

• One of the Machules elements must be 

present

• Document communications from the agency

EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL – ELEMENTS

The elements of equitable estoppel include: 

(1) representation as to a material fact that is 
contrary to a later asserted position,

(2) reliance on the representation, and 

(3) a change in position detrimental to the party 
claiming estoppel that is caused by the 
representation. 



REMEMBER
• Read the rules!  Always consult the uniform rules and the 

agency’s rules on the time allowed for the point of entry. 

• Follow the calendar rules.

• If unsure of the deadline, assume and calendar the earliest 
deadline.

• Personally identify when the client received notice.

• Do not rely on additional time when the document is received by 
mail.

• Get a date-stamped copy of your petition from the agency clerk.

• Leave nothing to chance. 

Questions?



Motion Practice at 

DOAH



Winning Motion Winning Motion 

Practice at DOAHPractice at DOAH

Overview of Motion PracticeOverview of Motion Practice

� A motion is a request to a judge for a 

judgment or order. 

� Something didn’t go as planned

� Need relief from the court 

� Written form, signed by the attorney and 

sent to opposing counsel 

Overview of Motion PracticeOverview of Motion Practice

� Florida Administrative Rule 28-106.204(1) 

� All requests for relief shall be made by motion

� No limit contemplated 

by rules 



Our Oath as Attorneys Our Oath as Attorneys 

� Florida Bar Rules 

� “As an advocate, a lawyer zealously asserts 

the client's position under the rules of the 

adversary system.” –Preamble, Chap. 4  

Paper, Rock, ScissorsPaper, Rock, Scissors

� When judges have had enough…

Paper, Rock, ScissorsPaper, Rock, Scissors

Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.

“Upon consideration of the Motion – the latest 

in a series of Gordian knots that the parties 

have been unable to untangle without enlisting 

the assistance of the federal courts-it is…



Paper, Rock, ScissorsPaper, Rock, Scissors

Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.

� ORDERED that said Motion is DENIED. Instead, the 

Court will fashion a new form of alternative 

dispute resolution, to wit: at 4:00 P.M. on Friday, 

June 30, 2006, counsel shall convene at a neutral site 

agreeable to both parties….Each lawyer shall be 

entitled to be accompanied by one paralegal who shall 

act as an attendant and witness. At that time and 

location, counsel shall engage in one (1) game of 

"rock, paper, scissors."

Rock, Paper, ScissorsRock, Paper, Scissors

Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.Avista Mgmt. v. Wausau Underwriters Ins. Co.

� The winner of this engagement shall be entitled to 

select the location for the 30(b)(6) deposition to be 

held somewhere in Hillsborough County during the 

period July 11-12, 2006. If either party disputes the 

outcome of this engagement, an appeal may be 

filed and a hearing will be held at 8:30 A.M. on 

Friday, July 7, 2006 before the undersigned…

Applicable LawApplicable Law

� Florida Statutes / Administrative Procedure 

� Rules of Civil Procedure

� Rules of Administrative Procedure

� Florida Administrative Rule 28-106.204(3)

� Include a statement whether or not you have 

conferred with the other party and whether 

there is any objection to the motion



When to make a MotionWhen to make a Motion

� Upon Filing the Petition with DOAH

� Discovery

� Trial

When to make a MotionWhen to make a Motion

� Upon Filing the Petition with DOAH
� Motion to Consolidate

� Discovery
� Motion to Compel / Sanctions

� Motions Regarding Written Discovery

� Motions Regarding Depositions

� Trial
� Motion to Relinquish

� Motion to Continue / Extension of Time

� Motion in Limine 

� Motion to take Judicial Notice

� Motion for Attorney’s Fees

Motion upon Filing PetitionMotion upon Filing Petition

�Motion to Consolidate

� Initial Order:  advise if related cases in DOAH

� Florida Administrative Rule 28-106.108

• Similar issues of law or fact / identical parties

• Just, speedy and inexpensive resolution

• Not unduly prejudice rights of a party

� File motion in lowest numbered case sought 

to be consolidated



Motions during DiscoveryMotions during Discovery

� Motion to Compel

� Motion for Sanctions

� Motions Regarding Written Discovery

� Motions Regarding Depositions

Discovery: Motion to CompelDiscovery: Motion to Compel

� Request to the court to order the Respondent 

to cooperate with discovery requests or 

depositions. 

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.380(a) 

� Filed when the Respondent does not respond, 

does not adequately respond, or 

where objections made are not 

supported.  

Discovery: Good Faith AttemptDiscovery: Good Faith Attempt

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.380(a)(2) 

requires a certification that the movant in 

good faith conferred or attempted to confer to 

obtain the answers to outstanding discovery 

� Document attempts in writing 

� Allow time to comply

� Attach the documentation as an exhibit 



Discovery: Motion for SanctionsDiscovery: Motion for Sanctions

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.380(b) 

� Filed when the order compelling discovery is 

not followed by Respondent

� Within the discretion of the court

� Ask for the remedies you want

Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

Written Discovery Written Discovery 

� Admissions

1.  Motion to Deem Admissions Admitted

� Rule of Civil Procedure 1.370(a) provides that 

the matter is admitted unless the party serves a 

written answer or objection

� Where no answer or objection is filed, the 

matter is admitted

Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

Written Discovery Written Discovery 

� Admissions

2.  Expenses Upon Failure to Admit
� Failure to admit a request for admission when party 

should have done so and it’s proven by other party 

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.380(c), Expenses:

• The requesting party may file a motion for an order 

requiring the other party to pay the requesting party the 

reasonable expenses incurred in making that proof, 

which may include attorney’s fees



Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

Written Discovery Written Discovery 

�Other Motions

1.  Motion to Limit or Expand the Number 

(need to show good cause to file more)

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.370 
Admissions:  30 including subparts

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.340 
Interrogatories: 30 including subparts 

Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

Written Discovery Written Discovery 

�Other Motions

2. Motion for Protective Order

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.280(c)

• Annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, 

undue burden or expense that justice requires

• Once this standard is met, the remedies are broad

Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

Written Discovery Written Discovery 

�Other Motions

3. Motion to Quash Subpoena

� Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.410

• Unreasonable or oppressive / within scope of 

discovery

• But Public Records Chapter 119 also applies



Discovery: Motions Regarding Discovery: Motions Regarding 

DepositionsDepositions

1. Motion for Fees: Failure to Attend

� Florida Rule of Procedure 1.380(d) –Instead of any 

order or in addition to it, the court shall require the 

party failing to act to pay the reasonable expenses 

caused by the failure, which may include attorney’s 

fees, unless the court finds that the failure was 

justified or that other circumstances make an award 

of expenses unjust.

2. Motion for Protective Order 
Alligator Case Story

Motions during TrialMotions during Trial

� Motion to Relinquish 

� Motion in Continue / Extension of Time

� Motion in Limine

� Motion to take Judicial Notice

� Motion for Attorney’s

Fees

Trial: Motion to RelinquishTrial: Motion to Relinquish

� Purpose of the motion is to move the ALJ to 

relinquish jurisdiction over a case in order for 

a Board to hear the case.

1. Stipulation reached between parties

2. Florida Administrative Code 28-106.204(5)

� In cases in which ALJ has recommended order 

authority, a party may file a motion to relinquish 

jurisdiction whenever there is no genuine issue as to 

material fact.



Trial: Motion to ContinueTrial: Motion to Continue

� To ask the court for an extension of time to 

hold a DOAH hearing on a particular case.

� Florida Administrative Code 28-106.210

� The presiding officer may grant a continuance 

of a hearing for good cause shown. Except in 

cases of emergency, requests for continuance 

must be made at least 5 days prior to the date 

noticed for the hearing.

Trial: Motion to ContinueTrial: Motion to Continue

Jayhawk Capital Mgmt. v. LSB Industries, Inc.

Order: Defendants seek a brief continuance, 

noting that one of their counsel, along with 

his wife, are expecting their first child…

Defendants move for a continuance. …In 

reviewing the motion the Court was more 

than somewhat surprised to read that 

“Plaintiffs have refused to agree to continue 

the trial setting...”

Trial: Motion to ContinueTrial: Motion to Continue

Jayhawk Capital Mgmt. v. LSB Industries, Inc.

Order: Certainly this judge is convinced of the 

importance of federal court, but he has always tried 

not to confuse what he does with who he is, nor to 

distort the priorities of his day job with his life’s role.  

Counsel are encouraged to order their priorities 

similarly. Defendants’ Motion is GRANTED.  



Trial: Motion for Extension of TimeTrial: Motion for Extension of Time

� To ask the court for an extension of time to 

file a document or comply with a court 

order on a particular case

� Florida Administrative Code 28-106.204(6)

� Shall be filed prior to the expiration of the 

deadline sought to be extended and shall 

state good cause for the request

Trial: Motion in LimineTrial: Motion in Limine

� A motion in limine requests the judge to 

exclude or limit some or all of opposing 

party’s evidence at trial.  The admissibility 

of a particular piece of evidence is 

governed by the applicable substantive 

law and Florida Rules of Evidence.

Trial: Motion to take Judicial Notice Trial: Motion to take Judicial Notice 

� A motion for judicial notice is a request for a judge to 
officially recognize certain statutes, rules, and codes that 
apply to the case or documents sought to be introduced 
as evidence at a hearing. A motion is the vehicle in 
which a lawyer can move a judge to make this 
determination. 

� Florida Statute Section 90.201 provides that certain 
categories of laws and rules must be judicially 
noticed.  

� Florida Statute Section 90.202 states that other 
categories of laws, rules, facts and documents may 
be judicially noticed. 

� Florida Statute Sections 90.203 – 90.207



Trial: Motion for AttorneyTrial: Motion for Attorney’’s Feess Fees

� APA Section 120.595(6) – other provisions 
authorize the award of attorney’s fees

� Florida Statute Section 57.105
� Knew or should have known that the claim or defense 

was not supported by the facts OR

� Would not be supported by then existing law

� Florida Statute Section 57.111
� Prevailing small business party

� Unless actions of agency 

were substantially justified

Motions:  Drafting Practice TipsMotions:  Drafting Practice Tips

� Main function is to communicate

� Hearings are not usually permitted

� Drafting becomes very important to get your 

argument across to the judge 

Motions:  Drafting Practice TipsMotions:  Drafting Practice Tips

� Draft a memorandum of law

� Draft a response in opposition (within 7 

days of service of the motion)

� Seek leave of court for reply (APA Rule 

28-106.204(1) does not contemplate a 

reply)

� Cite authority

� Cite case law



Motions:  Drafting Practice TipsMotions:  Drafting Practice Tips

� Be concise
� Sentence structure

� Title

Motions:  Drafting Practice TipsMotions:  Drafting Practice Tips

� Provide textual variation 

� For emphasis, vary spacing, use Roman 

numerals or A, B, C’s, bold, underline

� Argue 

Motions:  Drafting Practice TipsMotions:  Drafting Practice Tips

� Proofread

� Be careful with forms

� Document, document, document



Motion PracticeMotion Practice

� Zealously represent our client

� Remember:  Rock, Paper, Scissors Order

� Character and reputation is our stock and 

trade as lawyers

Winning Motion Winning Motion 

Practice at DOAHPractice at DOAH



Rule Challenges

























Attorney Client Work 

Product Privileges

Confidentiality and 

Court Filings



� Court documents. Fla. R. Jud. Admin. 2.525.

� Service by email. Fla. R. Jud. Admin. 2.516.

� Rules on redacting and restricting access. Fla.      
R. Jud. Admin. 2.420 and 2.425.

� Purpose:

�Public gets electronic access to court 
records.

�Privacy is protected.



� Records of judicial branch:

�Court Records – contents of case file, 
clerk’s progress docket.

�Administrative Records – court 
memorandum, drafts of opinions and 
orders, staff evaluations.

� Information in judicial branch records exempt 

from public records under article I, section 

24(a) of Florida Constitution.

� Records named so by rule or court order.

� Information readily identifiable by clerk as 

exempt from public records: 

� judicial branch records listed under rule.

� court’s administrative records.

� unexecuted arrest warrants.



� Examples of records exempt by statute and rule:

� adoption records.

� social security numbers.

� bank account numbers.

� credit/debit card numbers.

� Notify clerk with “Notice of Confidential   

Information within Court Filing” form. Fla. R. 

Jud. Admin. App. to R. 2.420.

[FORM] IN THE _______ COURT, 
_______

JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
_______ COUNTY, FLORIDA
Case No. _______________

_________________________
Petitioner/Plaintiff,
v.
____________________________
Defendant/Respondent,
________________________________________/

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION WITHIN COURT FILING  

Pursuant to Florida Rule of Judicial Administration 2.420(d)(2), the filer of a court document or record at the time of filing shall indicate whether any 
confidential information is included within the document being filed; identify the confidentiality provision that applies to the identified information; and 
identify the precise location of the confidential information within the document being filed. 
Title/Type of Document(s): _____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Indicate the applicable confidentiality provision(s) below from Rule 2.420(d)(1)(B) and  specify the location within the document on the 
space provided:  
_______ Chapter 39 records relating to dependency matters, termination of parental rights, guardians ad litem, child abuse, neglect,  

and abandonment. § 39.0132(3), Fla. Stat. (If the document is filed within a Chapter 39 case, this form is not required.) 
______ Adoption records. § 63.162, Fla. Stat. (If the document is filed within a Chapter 63 adoption case, this form is not required.) 
______ Social Security, bank account, charge, debit, and credit card numbers. § 119.0714(1)(i)–(j), (2)(a)–(e), Fla. Stat. (Unless 

redaction is requested pursuant to § 119.0714(2), this information is exempt only as of January 1, 2011.)

Rest omitted

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing was furnished by U.S. mail / personal service to: 

_________________________________________________________, on _______________, 20___________
Attorney or Filer’s Name …………………….. 
Address ……………….…………………………. 
Phone ………………….…………………………
Florida Bar No. …………………………………. 

Note: The clerk of court shall review filings identified as containing confidential information to determine whether the information is facially subject to 
confidentiality under the identified provision. The clerk shall notify the filer in writing within 5 days if the clerk determines that the information is NOT 
subject to confidentiality, and the records shall not be held as confidential for more than 10 days, unless a motion is filed pursuant to subdivision 
(d)(3) of the Rule. Fla. R. Jud. Admin. 2.420(d)(2).



� Identify confidential information and precise 

location in document.

� Clerk notifies attorney in 5 days of non-

confidentiality.

� Attorney has 10 days to file Motion to 

Determine Confidentiality.

(1) If not listed on form, file Motion to  

Determine Confidentiality of Court 

Records (unless waived).

(2) If clerk denies confidentiality in Notice, 

file motion.



� Information identified as confidential in:

� court rules.

� statute.

� case law.

� rules of Judicial Qualification Commission.

� Confidentiality needed to:

� prevent threat to administration of justice.

� protect trade secrets or governmental   
interest.

� obtain evidence.

� avoid substantial injury to innocent third 
parties.

� avoid substantial injury to personal 
privacy.

� comply with public policy.

� File with court; include docket #.

� Describe confidential information and 

location in document with specificity.

� State basis and legal authority.

� State if motion denied, clerk will not treat 

as confidential.



� Attorney certifies that motion is “made in good 

faith and is supported by a sound factual and 

legal basis.”

� Within 30 days.

� May be in camera.

� Public notice discretionary.

� May be expedited.

�Case type.

� Grounds.

� Abbreviation or pseudonym of party’s name.



� Progress docket or parts held confidential.

� Particular information held confidential.

� Who can view.

� Specific finding - “(i) the degree, duration, and 
manner of confidentiality ordered by the court 
are no broader than necessary to protect the 
interests set forth in subdivision (c); and (ii) no 
less restrictive measures are available to 
protect the interests set forth in subdivision 
(c)”

� Direct clerk to publish – 10 days website, 30 
days courthouse

� Nonparty may request record be unsealed.

� Court may sanction party, non-party, attorney 

for:

(1) failure to follow rules;

(2) motion not in good faith; or

(3) lack of supporting facts or law.



� (f) – criminal cases.

� (g) – appeals of noncriminal cases.

� (h) – appeals of denial of access.

� (i)  – procedures for requesting access to 

judicial branch records.

� Minimization of filing sensitive information.

� Information and amount of information that 
may be filed.  Example: last 4 digits of TIN.

� Exceptions; e.g., account # property at issue.

� Redaction of social security numbers, account 
numbers, credit/charge card numbers. 
§119.0714(3)(a).













































Ethics



Florida Commission on Ethics

� Financial Disclosure

� Expenditure law vs. Gifts law

� Business Relationships/Outside Employment

� Revolving Door

Florida Commission on Ethics

Due July 1st each year.  $25 per day fine (capped at 
$1500)  for failure to file by September 1st.

s. 112.3145, F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics



� Check boxes

� Primary 
Income

� Secondary 
Income

� Real 
Property

Florida Commission on Ethics

� Intangibles –
individual stocks, 
etc. (include 
investment plan 
CEO11-11)

� Mortgages, car, 
loans, etc. NOT 
credit cards

� Part F, only 
specified 
businesses

� SIGNATURE!!

Florida Commission on Ethics

� Solicitation & 
Acceptance

� Unauthorized 
Compensation

� Gift Acceptance 
& Reporting

� Expenditure

Ban

Everyone s. 112.313(4), F.S.

Everyone s. 112.313(4), F.S.

RIPE s. 112.3148, F.S.

Ex. Branch s. 112.3215, F.S.

Florida Commission on Ethics



� Can’t ask for or accept 

“anything of value”

based on an 

understanding that 

your actions would be 

influenced.

s. 112.313(2), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� You, your spouse, or 

minor child can’t 

accept a “thing of 

value” when you 

know or should have 

known it was given to 

influence.

s. 112.313(4), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� Payment, distribution, 

loan, advance, 

reimbursement, deposit, 

salary, fee, retainer, or 

anything of value made by 

a lobbyist or principal for 

the purpose of lobbying.  

s. 112.3215(1)(d), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics



� Contributions or expenditures reported 

under 106 or federal election law, 

campaign-related personal services 

(volunteers), contributions to political 

parties

s. 112.3215(1)(d), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� A person who is employed and receives payment, 

or who contracts for economic consideration, for 

the purpose of lobbying, or a person who is 

principally employed for governmental affairs by 

another person or governmental entity to lobby on 

behalf of that other person or governmental entity.

s. 112.3215(1)(h), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� Food or beverage

� Membership dues

� Floral arrangements

� Transportation

� Lodging

� And more . . .

s. 112.312(12)(a), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics



� Honorarium or Honorarium event-related 
expenses [112.3149, F.S.]

� Salary, benefits, gifts, expenses, etc. associated 
with one’s private employment or service as 
officer/director of an organization

� Campaign contributions

� An award, plaque, etc. given in recognition of 
public, civic, charitable, or professional service

s. 112.312(12)(b), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� Anyone who, for compensation, seeks to 

influence the governmental decisionmaking

of a RIPE or his or her agency or encourage 

the passage, defeat, or modification of any 

proposal by the RIPE or his or her agency.

s. 112.3148(1)(b)1, F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

s. 112.3148(3), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics



s. 112.3148(4), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

Florida Commission on Ethics

s. 112.3148(4), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics



A RIPE may
accept a gift 
from a relative, 
and need not 
report it no 
matter what 
the amount

s. 112.3148(1), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

A RIPE may also accept a gift 
from a non-lobbyist . . .

butbutbutbut must report if worth more 
than $100

s. 112.3148(8)(a), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

A RIPE may also accept a gift 
worth more than $100 from a 

DSO of the agency . . .butbutbutbut must 
report on a Form 10.

s. 112.3148(6)(a), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics



�General rule is: cost to the donor

� Lodging in a private 
residence=$44 per night

� Transportation, lodging, and 
recreation or entertainment must 
be added together when 
calculating the value of a trip

Florida Commission on Ethics

� Money or “thing of value” paid to RIPE for a 

speech, address, oral presentation, or “a 

writing”

� Does not include honoraria/event-related 

expenses – actual/reasonable food, beverage, 

registration, transportation, lodging.

s. 112.3149, F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� Can’t do business with your own “agency”

� Can’t work for or have “contractual relationship”
with entity that does business with or is 
regulated by your agency or which creates 
frequently recurring conflict or impediment to 
public duties – temptation to dishonor

� Exemptions apply [s. 112.313(12), F.S.)]

BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT 

RELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPSRELATIONSHIPS

s. 112.313(3) & 
112.313(7)(a), F.S.

Florida Commission on Ethics



� Can’t purchase, rent, lease, 

or sell services FOR your 

agency FROM your business.

� Can’t rent, lease, or sell TO 

your agency FROM your 

business.

s. 112.313(3), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� Can’t work for entity regulated by/doing 

business with your “agency.”

� Can’t have employment/contract that 

creates impediment to public duty, 

frequent recurring conflict, or “temptation”

s. 112.313(7)(a), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� Sealed, competitive bid 

(disclosures required)

� Sole source of supply

� Not exceed $500/year

� Few others

s. 112.313(12), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics



� Can’t be employed with a person 

contracting with your agency.

� Can’t directly or indirectly procure services 

for your agency from business entity where 

a “relative” has an interest.

s. 112.3185, F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics

� Requires corrupt 
intent

� Requires special 
privilege, benefit 
or exemption

s. 112.313(6), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� Using inside info 

gained because 

of your public 

position is 

prohibited.

s. 112.313(8), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics



� ALL state employees are 

subject to a number of 

additional restrictions 

concerning “contractual 

services” during and after 

their state employment.

Florida Commission on Ethics

� Complete restriction on 

working with entity in 

connection with a contract 

where you participated 

“personally and 

substantially” through 

advice, decision, etc.

s. 112.3185(3), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� Two year restriction on 

working with entity in 

connection with a contract 

which was within your 

responsibility while 

employed.

s. 112.3185(4), F.S.
Florida Commission on Ethics



� Selected Exempt and 

Senior Management 

employees may not 

“represent” (for pay) a 

person or entity before 

their former “agency” for 2 

years.
s. 112.313(9), F.S.Florida Commission on Ethics

� You can obtain an 

opinion about your 

own conflict of 

interest issues by 

contacting the 

Commission.

Florida Commission on Ethics

� Must be filed in writing, and 

be on a notarized, CE Form 

50.

� Are confidential and exempt 

for much of the process.

Florida Commission on Ethics



Online training Online training Online training Online training available 
for a nominal fee

ResearchResearchResearchResearch Code of Ethics

Contact usContact usContact usContact us: 850.488.7864

Florida Commission on Ethics



Separation of Powers
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Declaratory 

Statements



Governed by Section 120.565, F.S. and

Chapter 28-105, F.A.C.

1

� Administrative legal opinion on how a statute, 

rule or order applies to a petitioner.

� Resolution of questions about petitioner’s 

particular circumstances.

2

� NOT:

• to substitute for judicial proceedings.

• to enforce prior violations.

• to address past conduct.

• to resolve contract disputes.
3



� NOT:

•for remedies available through courts.

•to avoid rulemaking.

4

� Administrative Procedure Act 

Section 120.565, Florida Statutes

� Florida Administrative Code Rules

Rule 28-105.001

5

� Person who will be substantially affected by the 

statement.

� Agency determines standing up front.  

� Trade association has standing if three-part test 

met.

6



� Other party’s interests could be affected.

� Party  must demonstrate degree of injury and 

nature of injury.

� NEW: Intervention must be 21 days after FAR 

publication. Fla. Admin. Code R. 28-105.0027.

7

� Must be specific. Fla. Admin. Code R. 28-

105.002.

� Must be filed with the Agency Clerk.

� If no counsel for petitioner, agency may ask 

for appointment of qualified representative.

8

� File Notice in next Florida Administrative  

Register at www.flrules.org

� Send Notice and Petition to JAPC.

9



� Collegial body must notice and hold public 

meeting.  

�Discussion: Does the meeting equate to a 

hearing?  May a collegial body appoint a 

hearing officer?  If a collegial body appoints a 

hearing officer, does this 120.57(2) hearing 

have to be noticed as a public meeting?

10

� Agency head may hold informal hearing,       

§120.57(2), FS.

� Agency may not hold hearing involving 

dispute of fact.

11

� Petition must make statement of facts.

� Agency assumes facts to be accurate and true.

� Agency may require supporting 

documentation or evidence.

� Agency must deny petition if facts disputed.

12



� Need for state license or work permit.

� Scope of contractor’s license.

� Application of sales tax to lease.

� Sales tax exemption on contracts.

� Application of budget provisions to public 

funding of campaigns.
13

� Would substantially affect third persons’

rights.

� Would void contract.

� Would determine applicability of air quality 

permits to others.

� Would construe future contracts.

14

� Would not resolve a controversy or doubt.

� Would interpret ambiguous provisions in 

declaration or contract.

� Would determine correctness of prior conduct.

� Would construe constitutional provisions.

15



� Would challenge an agency decision.

� Would resolve pending litigation between   

parties.

� Would require rulemaking.

� Would be a judicial remedy.

� Agency lacks subject matter jurisdiction.
16

� Issue Declaratory Statement, Order Denying 

Petition, Order Closing File (petition 

withdrawn) within 90 days of petition.

� File Order & Petition with Agency Clerk.

� Send to JAPC.

17

� Notice must be published in Florida 

Administrative Register.

18



� Appeal must be filed with district court within 

30 days of rendition—Agency Clerk’s date.

� Final agency action and subject to judicial 

review. §120.68, FS.

� Standard of review “clearly erroneous.”

19

� Effect of stare decisis.

� Non-parties are not bound by statement – but 

see §553.775, Fla. Stat.

� ALJ lacks jurisdiction to invalidate a 

declaratory statement in an administrative 

challenge to a non-rule policy.

20

� Agency clerk maintains index.

� Statements available through public records 

request.

21



22
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DECLARATORY STATEMENTS 
 

A declaratory statement is an administrative legal opinion on how a statute, rule or order over 
which an agency has been delegated authority applies to a petitioner’s particular circumstances. 
It binds the agency and the person who is a party to the proceeding. In the simplest of terms, a 
declaratory statement is a request, in the form of a question, from someone with standing for an 
agency or collegial body's interpretation of a particular statute, rule or order of the agency for the 
petitioner.  §120.565(1), Fla. Stat.  A statement is not appropriate where it would result in a 
general statement of law or policy applicable to a class of persons. Fla. Dep’t of Bus. & Prof’l 
Reg., Div. Pari-Mutuel Wagering v. Inv. Corp. of Palm Beach, 747 So. 2d 374, 377 (Fla. 1999). 
However, it does not become a rule simply because it addresses a matter of interest to more than 
one person. Id. Chapter 28-105, Florida Administrative Code, sets out the basic declaratory 
statement process, and many parts are self-explanatory.   
 
A declaratory statement is perhaps more well-defined by what it is not. It is not a substitute for a 
judicial proceeding, such as a declaratory judgment; it is not a substitute for an enforcement 
action for a violation that has already taken place; it is not a way of resolving contract disputes; it 
is not a means for getting damages or other remedies only available through the courts; and it is 
not a way of avoiding rulemaking. 
 
This article is designed as a reference tool and the practitioner is directed to scholarly articles, 
publications, and case law for a more thorough explanation of the topic. For example, see the 
recent article titled “The Importance and Proper Use of Administrative Declaratory Statements” 
by Fred R. Dudley published in the Florida Bar Journal in March 2013. 
 
I. STATUTE AND RULE AUTHORITY. 
 
A.  Administrative Procedure Act – Declaratory Statements. 
 
Section 120.565, Florida Statutes, provides: 
 

(1) Any substantially affected person may seek a declaratory statement regarding 
an agency’s opinion as to the applicability of a statutory provision, or of any rule 
or order of the agency, as it applies to the petitioner’s particular set of 
circumstances. 
 
(2) The petition seeking a declaratory statement shall state with particularity the 
petitioner’s set of circumstances and shall specify the statutory provision, rule, or 
order that the petitioner believes may apply to the set of circumstances. 
 
(3) The agency shall give notice of the filing of each petition in the next available 
issue of the Florida Administrative Weekly and transmit copies of each petition to 
the committee. The agency shall issue a declaratory statement or deny the petition 
within 90 days after the filing of the petition. The declaratory statement or denial 
of the petition shall be noticed in the next available issue of the Florida 
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Administrative Weekly. Agency disposition of petitions shall be final agency 
action. 

 
B.  Florida Administrative Code Rules. 
 
Rule 28-105.001, Florida Administrative Code, provides: 
 

A declaratory statement is a means for resolving a controversy or answering 
questions or doubts concerning the applicability of statutory provisions, rules, or 
orders over which the agency has authority.  A petition for declaratory statement 
may be used to resolve questions or doubts as to how the statutes, rules, or orders 
may apply to the petitioner’s particular circumstances.  A declaratory statement 
is not the appropriate means for determining the conduct of another person. 

 
In addition to the rule on declaratory statements, the rules governing petitions, intervention, 
qualified representatives, and informal hearings also apply. These rules are addressed in the 
sections following.  
 
II.  WHO HAS STANDING? 
 
A. Petitioners.  
 
Section 120.565, Florida Statutes provides that “[a]petition for declaratory statement may be 
used to resolve questions or doubts as to how the statutes, rules, or orders may apply to the 
petitioner’s particular circumstances.” See Inv. Corp., 747 So. 2d at 380 (determining that 
deletion of the word “only” indicates a less restrictive view of “particular” so that the 
circumstances no longer need to be unique to the petitioner). 
 

 Any substantially affected person may seek a declaratory statement regarding an agency's 
opinion as to the applicability of a statutory provision or of any rule or order of the 
agency, as it applies to the petitioner's particular set of circumstances. §120.565(1), F.S. 
(emphasis added). There must be a real issue in controversy. Fred R. Dudley, The 
Importance and Proper Use of Administrative Declaratory Statements, Fla. B.J., Mar. 
2013, at 41 [hereinafter Dudley, Declaratory Statements]. 
 

 A party has standing if the issue presented is applicable to the party in the particular 
circumstances of the case. Chiles v. Dep't. of State, Div. of Elections, 711 So. 2d 151(Fla. 
1st DCA 1998). This is so even if the statement would be of interest to other similarly 
situated persons. Exxon-Mobile Oil Corp. v. State, Dep’t of Agric. & Consumer Servs., 50 
So. 3d 755 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010). 

 
 The issue of whether the party filing a petition for a declaratory statement has the 

substantial interest necessary for standing is properly made at the initial stage when the 
request is made. Sarasota Cnty. v. Dep't of Admin., 350 So. 2d 802 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977). 
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 If the issue is not raised at the initial stage, the agency may be held to have essentially 

waived a preliminary check of the petitioner's interest by issuing the statement. Sarasota 
Cnty. v. Dep't of Admin., 350 So. 2d 802 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977). 

 
 A trade association may have standing if it meets the three-part test set out for rule 

challenges: (1) a substantial number of members are substantially affected; (2) the subject 
matter must be within the association’s general scope of interest and activity; and (3) the 
relief requested must be appropriate for the association to receive on behalf of its 
members. Fla. Home Builders Ass’n v. Dep’t of Labor and Emp. Sec., 412 So. 2d 351, 
353-54 (Fla. 1982). Note: Fla. Homebuilders applied principles of association standing to 
a rule challenge proceeding. See also Fed’n of Mobile Home Owners of Fla., Inc. v. Dep’t 
of Bus. Reg., 479 So. 2d 252 (Fla. 2d 1985) (extending the principles of standing in Fla. 
Homebuilders to declaratory statement proceedings). 

 
B. Intervenors. 
 
 Rule 28-105.0027, F.A.C.  provides: 
 

(1) Persons other than the original parties to a pending proceeding whose 
substantial interests will be affected by the disposition of the declaratory 
statement and who desire to become parties may move the presiding officer 
for leave to intervene. The presiding officer shall allow for intervention of 
persons meeting the requirements for intervention of this rule. Except for 
good cause shown, motions for leave to intervene must be filed within 21 
days after publication of (or such later time as is specified in) the notice in 
the Florida Administrative Register. The presiding officer may impose terms 
and conditions on the intervenor to limit prejudice to other parties. 
(2) The motion to intervene shall contain the following information: 
(a) The name, address, the e-mail address, and facsimile number, if any, of the 
intervenor; if the intervenor is not represented by an attorney or qualified 
representative; and  
(b) The name, address, e-mail address, telephone number, and any facsimile 
number of the intervenor’s attorney or qualified representative, if any; and 
(c) Allegations sufficient to demonstrate that the intervenor is entitled to 
participate in the proceeding as a matter of constitutional or statutory right or 
pursuant to agency rule, or that the substantial interests of the intervenor are 
subject to determination or will be affected by the declaratory statement; and 
(d) The signature of the intervenor or intervenor’s attorney or qualified 
representative; and 
(e) The date. 
 

 Even though declaratory statements are narrow in scope and based on a petitioner's 
particular set of circumstances, there are instances when other parties’ substantial 
interests could be affected by the interpretation given because of being similarly situated. 
These persons may intervene. Chiles, 711 So. 2d at 155;  Inv. Corp., 747 So. 2d at 377 
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(stating that the purpose of publishing notice is to allow intervention by other 
substantially affected persons). For example: in a narrow specialty field like harbor pilots 
or gaming. 

 
 In order to intervene as a party, a petitioner must demonstrate: 

  (1) that he or she will suffer injury in fact that is of sufficient immediacy to entitle the 
petitioner to a hearing under the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) (degree of injury); 
and  
(2) that his or her substantial injury is of a type or nature that the proceeding is designed 
to protect (nature of injury). Florida Optometric Ass'n v. Dep't of Prof’l Reg., Bd. of 
Opticianry, 567 So. 2d 928 (Fla. 1st DCA 1990); see also Agrico Chem. Co. v. Dep’t. of 
Envtl. Prot., 406 So. 2d 478 (Fla. 2d DCA 1981).  
 

 Although hearings on motions to intervene, if held, are conducted pursuant to informal 
hearing procedures, the time for intervention is 21 days after the publication of the notice 
under rule 28-105.0027(1), Fla. Admin. Code. 

 

III.  THE PETITION. 
 
Rule 28-105.002, F.A.C. provides: 
 

A petition seeking a declaratory statement shall be filed with the clerk of the 
agency that has the authority to interpret the statute, rule, or order at issue 
and shall provide the following information: 
(1) The caption shall read: Petition for Declaratory Statement Before (Name 
of Agency). 
(2) The name, address, any e-mail address, telephone number, and any 
facsimile number of the  petitioner. 
(3) The name, address, any e-mail address, telephone number, and any 
facsimile number of the  petitioner’s attorney or qualified representative (if 
any). 
(4) The statutory provision(s), agency rule(s), or agency order(s) on which the 
declaratory statement is sought. 
(5) A description of how the statutes, rules, or orders may substantially affect 
the petitioner in the petitioner's particular set of circumstances. 
(6) The signature of the petitioner or of petitioner's attorney or of the 
petitioner’s qualified representive. See Fla. Admin. Code Rule 28-106.106 
(qualified representative). 
(7) The date. 

 
 If the petition is received by staff other than the agency’s clerk, the petition should 

immediately be forwarded to the clerk for indexing. The earliest date of receipt begins the 
90 day count down toward the date of rendition. 
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 Petitions may have lengthy, multiple, or no clearly stated issue. As a practice pointer, it 
may be helpful to frame the issue to be addressed for publication and include it in the 
acknowledgement of receipt letter to the petitioner. 

 
 If the petitioner is a corporation not represented by legal counsel, the agency may ask for 

a board resolution appointing the person as its qualified representative and have him or 
her file a qualified representative form. Fla. Admin. Code R. 28-105.0027(2)(d) 
(intervention) and r. 28-106.106 (qualified representative). 

 
IV. NOTICE OF FILING. 
 
Rule 28-105.0024 , F.A.C. provides: 
 

The agency shall file a notice of the Petition for Declaratory Statement in the next 
available Florida Administrative Register including the following information: 
(1) The name of the agency with whom the Petition for Declaratory Statement is filed. 
(2) The name of the Petitioner. 
(3) The date the Petition for Declaratory Statement was received. 
(4) The statutory provision(s), rule(s) or order(s) on which the declaratory statement 
is sought. 
(5) The contact name, address, e-mail address, and phone number where a copy of 
the petition may be obtained.  
(6) The applicable time limit for filing motions to intervene or petitions for 
administrative hearing by persons whose substantial interests may be affected. 

 
 This is done online at www.flrules.org 

 
 A copy of the Notice and a copy of the Petition should then be sent to the Joint 

Administrative Procedures Committee (JAPC). §120.565(3), F.S. 
 

As a practice pointer for agency counsel, you may find it helpful to frame the issue statement as 
concisely as possible to save costs and to provide agency staff a beginning point for framing the 
answer. Many pro se petitions require this in order to publish notice of the topic to be addressed.  
Board counsel may also reject non-conforming petitions. Fla. Admin. Code R. 28-105.002.   
  
V. AGENCY DISPOSITION. 
 
Rule 28-105.003, Florida Administrative Code provides: 
 

The agency may hold a hearing to consider a petition for declaratory statement. If 
the agency is headed by a collegial body, it shall take action on a petition for 
declaratory statement only at a duly noticed public meeting. The agency may rely 
on the statements of fact set out in the petition without taking any position with 
regard to the validity of the facts. Within 90 days of the filing of the petition, the 
agency shall render a final order denying the petition or issuing a declaratory 
statement. 

http://www.flrules.org/
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A. Hearings. 

 
Collegial bodies must notice and hold a public meeting on petitions for declaratory statement; 
regulatory divisions headed by an agency head have the discretion to hold a hearing or not hold a 
hearing. Fla. Admin. Code R. 28-105.003; Dudley, Declaratory Statements, at 42.  
 
Informal hearings may be held to receive fact evidence and arguments of the parties. See  
Adventist Health Sys./Sunbelt, Inc. v. Agency for Health Care Admin., 955 So. 2d 1173, 1176 n. 
3 (Fla. 1st DCA 2007); Sarasota, 350 So. 2d at 805 n.4. 
 
Hearings not involving disputed facts may be held by the agency under section 120.57(2), 
Florida Statutes. The informal hearings are the type of hearing available in part because the 
agency may rely on the facts presented and it does not have authority to hold a formal hearing to 
determine a dispute of fact. §§ 120.565(2), 120.569, 120.57, Fla. Stat. 
 
If an intervenor disputes the facts, the agency may deny the petition as it is without authority to 
hold a formal hearing and adjudicate a factual dispute. §§120.57(2), 120.565, Fla. Stat.  
 
B.  Facts. 

 
The petition must set forth a clear statement of undisputed facts on which the agency may rely 
and on which it may issue a binding statement. 

 
 The agency assumes the facts presented to be accurate and for purposes of issuing a 

statement to be true. Dudley, Declaratory Statements, at 44. 
 
 The agency may require supporting documentation or evidence in order to acquire 

competent substantial evidence to support the facts stated and found in the final order. 
See Sun Coast Home Care, Inc. v. Dep’t of Ins., 710 So. 2d 120 (Fla. 2d DCA 1998). 

 
C. Statement. 

 
An agency statement may assist a person in determining a proper course of action in advance, 
but is not a proper means of determining the validity of actions already taken. Examples of 
questions answered by declaratory statements include: 

 
 Determining the need for a particular type of state license or permit for the work 

contemplated.  
 
 Interpretation of the scope of a contractor’s license. E.g., Cepcot Corp. v. Dep’t of Bus. & 

Prof’l Reg., 658 So. 2d 1092 (Fla. 2d DCA 1995). 
 
 Application of a sales tax to a lease. E.g., Regal Kitchens, Inc. v. Dep’t of Rev., 641 So. 

2d 158 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994). 
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 Sales tax exemption on certain contracts. E.g., Warning Safety Lights of Ga., Inc. v. Dep’t 
of Rev., 678 So. 2d 1377 (Fla. 4th DCA 1996). 

 
 Applying legislative budget provisions to public funding of political campaigns. E.g., 

Chiles v. Dep’t of State, 711 So. 2d 151 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998).  Dudley, Declaratory 
Statements, at 42. 

 
D.  Denials. 

 
There are well-founded reasons to deny petitions.  

 
 Statements that would affect the rights of third persons. § 120.565, Fla. Stat.; Fla. Admin. 

Code R. 28-105.001. For example, an adjoining property owners’ rights. E.g., Sutton v. 
Dep’t of Envtl. Protection, 654 So. 2d 1047 (Fla. 5th DCA 1995). 

 
 Statements that would void a contract or declare a contracting party’s rights, duties and 

obligations under a contract. Lennar Homes, Inc. v. Dep’t of Bus. & Prof’l Reg., 888 So. 
2d 50 (Fla. 1st DCA 2004). 

 
 Applicability of air quality permits to others. E.g., Manasota-88, Inc. v. Gardinier, Inc., 

481 So. 2d 948 (Fla. 1st DCA 1986). 
 
 Construing future contracts. E.g., Lennar Homes, 888 So. 2d 50 (rev’g agency’s 

declaratory statement as it found invalid the arbitration clause in a condominium 
developer’s form sales contract). 

 
 Absence of controversy or doubt. E.g., Fdn. of Mobile Homeowners of Fla., Inc. v. Dep’t 

of Bus. & Prof’l Reg., 479 So. 2d 252 (Fla. 2d DCA 1985). Issue is moot. Sutton v. Dep’t 
of Envtl. Prot., 654 So. 2d 1047 (Fla. 5th DCA 1995). 

 
 Interpreting ambiguous provisions in declarations of condominium or contracts. E.g.Peck 

Plaza Condo. v. Div. Fla. Land Sales, Condo. and Mobile Homes, Dep’t of Bus. Reg., 
371 So. 2d 152 (Fla. 1st DCA 1979). But see RIS Inv. Group, Inc. v. Dep’t of Bus. & 
Prof’l Reg., 695 So. 2d 357, 359 (Fla. 4th DCA 1997) (rejecting argument that the 
division’s review of the condominium declaration was impermissible because its 
authority included reviewing declarations for consistency with the act).  

 
 Determining correctness of prior conduct. E.g., Novick v. Dep’t of Health, 816 So. 2d 

1237 (Fla. 5th DCA 2002). 
 
 Construing constitutional provisions. E.g., Myers v. Hawkins, 362 So. 2d 926 (Fla. 1978). 

 
 Challenging an agency decision. E.g. Kahn v. Fla. Off. of Ins. Reg., 881 So. 2d 699 (Fla. 

1st DCA 2004).  
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 Pending litigation between the parties. See Novick v. Dep’t of Health, 816 So. 2d 1237 
(Fla. 5th DCA 2002); Exxon-Mobile Oil Corp. v. State, Dep’t of Agric. & Consumer 
Servs., 50 So. 3d 755 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010); Suntide Condo. Ass'n, Inc. v. Div. of Fla. 
Land Sales & Condo., 504 So. 2d 1343, 1345 (Fla. 1st DCA 1987) (“We do view it as an 
abuse of authority for an agency to either permit the use of the declaratory statement 
process by one party to a controversy as a vehicle for obstructing an opposing party's 
pursuit of a judicial remedy, or as a means of obtaining, or attempting to obtain, 
administrative preemption over legal issues then pending in a court proceeding involving 
the same parties.”); Lawyers Prof’l Liab. Ins. Co. v. Shand, Morahan & Co., 394 So. 2d 
238 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981). 

 
 Stating an agency policy with general application, which requires rulemaking. See Tampa 

Elec. Co. v. Fla. Dep’t of Cmty. Affairs, 654 So. 2d 998 (Fla. 1st DCA 1995). 
 
 Seeking judicial remedies, such as injunction, damages, restitution. These are within the 

jurisdiction of the courts but not administrative agencies. Art. V, Fla. Const. 
 

E. Disposition. 
 
 There are 3 basic types of disposition orders: 

 
(1) Declaratory Statement 
(2) Order Denying Petition for Declaratory Statement 
(3) Order Closing File (used when a petitioner has withdrawn the petition) 

 
 All 3 types of orders are filed with the Agency Clerk's office.  A copy of the petition 

MUST be attached when taken to be filed. 
 

 JAPC should be included on the Certificate of Service as being sent via Interoffice mail 
so that the Agency Clerk will send a copy of the final disposition order to JAPC. 
 

VI. NOTICE OF DISPOSITION. 
 
Rule 28-105.004, F.A.C. provides:  
 

The agency shall file a Notice of Disposition for the Declaratory Statement or 
denial of the petition in the next available issue of the Florida Administrative 
Register including the following information: 
(1) The name of the agency. 
(2) A summary statement of the agency’s decision. 
(3) The agency, contact person, and e-mail address where a copy         
of the petition and final order may be obtained.  
(4) The date the final order is filed. 
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VII. JUDICIAL REVIEW. 
 

Judicial review of declaratory statements is by filing an appeal with a district court of appeal 
under section 120.68, Florida Statutes, and Florida Appellate Rule 9.110 within 30 days of the 
rendition of the declaratory statement. Rendition for DBPR is the Agency Clerk’s filed date 
stamped on the first page.  

 
 Declaratory statements are considered final agency action and are subject to judicial 

review. Regal Kitchens, Inc. v. Fla. Dep’t of Rev., 641 So. 2d 158 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994). 
 

 The standard of review on appeal is "clearly erroneous." Adventist Health Sys./Sunbelt, 
Inc. v. Agency for Health Care Admin., 955 So. 2d 1173 (Fla. 1st DCA 2007). 
 

 Declaratory statements have the effect of stare decisis. State Dep’t of Health and Rehab. 
Servs. v. Barr, 359 So. 2d 503 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978).  

 
 A person who is not a party is not bound by the declaratory statement and has no standing 

to seek judicial review. Dudley, Declaratory Statements, at 45; AmeriLoss Pub. Adjusting 
Corp. v. In re: Matter of Clyde Lightburn, 48 So. 3d 107 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010). 

 
 A hearing officer lacks jurisdiction to invalidate a declaratory statement in an 

administrative challenge to a nonrule policy. Dudley, Declaratory Statements, at 45. 
 
VIII. INDEXING. 
 
The Agency Clerk maintains an index of all declaratory statements for the agency. These are 
available through a public records request under chapter 119, Florida Statutes. As a practice 
pointer, counsel may want to review all declaratory statements issued on a statute at issue and 
request a declaratory statement on how a prior statement on the same statute would affect the 
client in its particular circumstances. Counsel will want to verify with a case law search that the 
statement was not appealed or, if appealed, that a court affirmed it. If the declaratory statement 
was overruled, then a different approach would obviously be taken. 

 
 

Fred. R. Dudley, of Counsel with Holland and Knight, LLP, Tallahassee, FL 
April Hammonds, Assistant General Counsel, DBPR, Florida Building Commission, Office 
of Codes & Standards 
Jim Richmond, Executive Director, DBPR, Florida Building Commission, Office of Codes & 
Standards 
Janis Sue Richardson, Chief Attorney, DBPR, Division of Florida Condominiums, 
Timeshares and Mobile Homes 
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Appendix A 
 

In Re:  Petition for Declaratory Statement 
 

Docket No.: # 
 

SAMPLE DECLARATORY STATEMENT CHECKLIST 
 

Initial Date Action 
DATE 
REC’D 

DATE 
COMP’D 

ACTIVITY 

  Receive petition 
  Original Petition Received by agency 
  Make sure it has an agency clerk docket number 
  Open File; Update case tracking sheet 
  Open computer file 
  Conduct Division of Corporation search to determine registered agent 

information; print out same for file  www.sunbiz.org 
  Email from attorney with issue statement for FAR 
  Prepare and Submit FAR notice of receipt for publication www.flrules.org 
  Update case tracking to include FAR notice language 
  Prepare JAPC letter  
  Prepare Acknowledgment letter to petitioner and/or deficiency letter 
  Create checklist, cover page,  & index   

Flag 90th day for calendar; 30th day for draft 
  Update file and give to attorney/law clerk for review 
  Update case file with Intervenor information (add to Parties & comments) 

– if applicable.  Check filing received within 21 days. 
  Final Order signed 
  Agency clerk index date 
   

ONCE FINAL ORDER HAS BEEN ISSUED: 
  Prepare FAR disposition notice 
  Prepare Letter to JAPC 
  Copy Final Order  
  Print FAR notice & tickler FAR publication date  www.flrules.org 
  Tickle 45 day for 30 day appeal period 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sunbiz.org/
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Appendix B 

 
CHAPTER 28-105 

DECLARATORY STATEMENTS 

28-105.001  Purpose and Use of Declaratory Statement 
28-105.002  The Petition 
28-105.0024  Notice of Filing 
28-105.0027  Intervention 
28-105.003  Agency Disposition 
28-105.004  Notice of Disposition 

28-105.001 Purpose and Use of Declaratory Statement. 
A declaratory statement is a means for resolving a controversy or answering questions or doubts 
concerning the applicability of statutory provisions, rules, or orders over which the agency has 
authority. A petition for declaratory statement may be used to resolve questions or doubts as to 
how the statutes, rules, or orders may apply to the petitioner’s particular circumstances. A 
declaratory statement is not the appropriate means for determining the conduct of another person. 

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. History–
New 4-1-97, Amended 1-15-07. 

28-105.002 The Petition. 
A petition seeking a declaratory statement shall be filed with the clerk of the agency that has the 
authority to interpret the statute, rule, or order at issue and shall provide the following 
information: 

(1) The caption shall read: Petition for Declaratory Statement Before (Name of Agency). 
(2) The name, address, any e-mail address, telephone number, and any facsimile number of 

the petitioner. 
(3) The name, address, any e-mail address, telephone number, and any facsimile number of 

the petitioner’s attorney or qualified representative if any. 
(4) The statutory provision(s), agency rule(s), or agency order(s) on which the declaratory 

statement is sought. 
(5) A description of how the statutes, rules, or orders may substantially affect the petitioner 

in the petitioner's particular set of circumstances. 
(6) The signature of the petitioner or of the petitioner’s attorney or qualified representive. 
(7) The date. 

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.565 FS. History–New 4-
1-97, Amended 3-18-98, 1-15-07, 2-5-13. 

28-105.0024 Notice of Filing. 
The agency shall file a notice of the Petition for Declaratory Statement in the next available 
Florida Administrative Register including the following information: 

(1) The name of the agency with which the Petition for Declaratory Statement is filed. 
(2) The name of the Petitioner. 
(3) The date the Petition for Declaratory Statement was received. 
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(4) The statutory provision(s), rule(s) or order(s) on which the declaratory statement is 
sought. 

(5) The contact name, address, e-mail address, and phone number where a copy of the 
petition may be obtained.  

(6) The applicable time limit for filing motions to intervene or petitions for administrative 
hearing by persons whose substantial interests may be affected.  

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. History–
New 1-15-07, Amended 2-5-13. 

28-105.0027 Intervention. 
(1) Persons other than the original parties to a pending proceeding whose substantial interests 

will be affected by the disposition of the declaratory statement and who desire to become parties 
may move the presiding officer for leave to intervene. The presiding officer shall allow for 
intervention of persons meeting the requirements for intervention of this rule. Except for good 
cause shown, motions for leave to intervene must be filed within 21 days after publication of (or 
such later time as is specified in) the notice in the Florida Administrative Register. The presiding 
officer may impose terms and conditions on the intervenor to limit prejudice to other parties. 

(2) The motion to intervene shall contain the following information: 
(a) The name, address, the e-mail address, and facsimile number, if any, of the intervenor; if 

the intervenor is not represented by an attorney or qualified representative; and  
(b) The name, address, e-mail address, telephone number, and any facsimile number of the 

intervenor’s attorney or qualified representative, if any; and 
(c) Allegations sufficient to demonstrate that the intervenor is entitled to participate in the 

proceeding as a matter of constitutional or statutory right or pursuant to agency rule, or that the 
substantial interests of the intervenor are subject to determination or will be affected by the 
declaratory statement; and 

(d) The signature of the intervenor or intervenor’s attorney or qualified representative; and 
(e) The date. 
(3) Any party may, within seven days of service of the motion, file a response in opposition.  

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. History–
New 1-15-07, Amended 2-5-13. 

28-105.003 Agency Disposition. 
The agency may hold a hearing to consider a petition for declaratory statement. If the agency is 
headed by a collegial body, it shall take action on a petition for declaratory statement only at a 
duly noticed public meeting. The agency may rely on the statements of fact set out in the petition 
without taking any position with regard to the validity of the facts. Within 90 days of the filing of 
the petition, the agency shall render a final order denying the petition or issuing a declaratory 
statement. 

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. History–
New 4-1-97, Amended 1-15-07. 

28-105.004 Notice of Disposition. 
The agency shall file a Notice of Disposition for the Declaratory Statement or denial of the 
petition in the next available issue of the Florida Administrative Register including the following 
information: 
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(1) The name of the agency. 
(2) A summary statement of the agency’s decision. 
(3) The agency, contact person, address, and e-mail address where a copy of the petition and 

final order may be obtained.  
(4) The date the final order is filed. 

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5)(b)6. FS. History–
New 1-15-07, Amended 2-5-13. 

 

Qualified Representative Rule 

28-106.106 Who May Appear; Criteria for Qualified Representatives. 
(1) Any party who appears in any agency proceeding has the right, at his or her own expense, 

to be represented by counsel or by a qualified representative. Counsel means a member of The 
Florida Bar or a law student certified pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Rules Regulating The Florida 
Bar. An attorney disbarred in any state shall not be authorized to serve as a qualified 
representative. 

(2)(a) A party seeking representation by a qualified representative shall file a written request 
with the presiding officer as soon as practicable, but no later than any pleading filed by the 
person seeking to appear on behalf of the party. The request shall identify the name, address, e-
mail adress, and telephone number of the representative and shall state that the party is aware of 
the services which the representative can provide, and is aware that the party can be represented 
by counsel at the party’s own expense and has chosen otherwise. 

(b) The presiding officer shall consider whether the representative is qualified to appear in 
the administrative proceeding and capable of representing the rights and interests of the party. 
The presiding officer may consider a representative’s sworn affidavit setting forth the 
representative’s qualifications. 

(c) The presiding officer shall determine the qualifications of the representative within a 
reasonable time after the request required by paragraph (a) is filed. 

(3) The presiding officer shall authorize the representative to appear if the presiding officer is 
satisfied that the representative has the necessary qualifications to responsibly represent the 
party’s interests in a manner which will not impair the fairness of the proceeding or the 
correctness of the action to be taken. 

(4) The presiding officer shall make a determination of the qualifications of the 
representative in light of the nature of the proceedings and the applicable law. The presiding 
officer shall consider: 

(a) The representative’s knowledge of jurisdiction; 
(b) The representative’s knowledge of the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure relating to 

discovery in an administrative proceeding; 
(c) The representative’s knowledge regarding the rules of evidence, including the concept of 

hearsay in an administrative proceeding; 
(d) The representative’s knowledge regarding the factual and legal issues involved in the 

proceedings; and 
(e) The representative’s knowledge of and compliance with the Standards of Conduct for 

Qualified Representatives, Rule 28-106.107, F.A.C. 
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(5) If the presiding officer determines a representative is not qualified, the reasons for the 
decision shall be in writing and included in the record. 

Rulemaking Authority 14.202, 120.54(5) FS. Law Implemented 120.54(5) FS. History–New 4-1-
97, Amended 1-15-07, 2-5-13. 
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Appendix C 
 

NOTICE OF RECEIPT OF PETITION FOR DECLARATORY STATEMENT 
 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Division of Florida Condominiums, Timeshares, 
and Mobile Homes, Department of Business and Professional Regulation, State of 
Florida, received a Petition for Declaratory Statement filed by Petitioner Name, In Re: 
Name of Association, Docket No. #, filed on Date. 
 
[Example of Issue Statement] 
 
Whether Association was required to verify title ownership of a unit in the county public 
records for purposes of validating voting certificates in the 2012 election under section 
718.103(28) and (29), Florida Statutes. 
 
A copy of the Petition for Declaratory Statement, Docket Number #, may be obtained by 
contacting Robin McDaniel, Division Clerk, at Department of Business and Professional 
Regulation, Division of Florida Condominiums, Timeshares, and Mobile Homes, 1940 
North Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2217; (850) 717-1424; 
robin.mcdaniel@myfloridalicense.com. 
 
[Example of Intervention Notice with standard form agency contact] 
 
Please refer all comments to Janis Sue Richardson, Chief Assistant General Counsel, 
Department of Business and Professional Regulation, Division of Florida 
Condominiums, Timeshares, and Mobile Homes, 1940 North Monroe Street, 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2202.  Responses, motions to intervene, or requests for 

an agency hearing, §120.57(2), Fla. Stat., must be filed within 21 days of this 
notice. 

 

 

 

 
  

mailto:robin.mcdaniel@myfloridalicense.com
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Statutory Interpretation 
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Statutory Interpretation

 Statutory interpretation is the process by 
which courts interpret and apply 
legislation.
 “In construing a statute we are to give effect 

to the Legislature’s intent.” 
 Health Option, Inc. v. Agency for Health Care Admin., 889 So. 2d 849, 851 (Fla. 1st DCA 2004).

 “In constructing a statute, words that are 
undefined by the statute should be given their 
plain and ordinary meaning.” 
 Rhea v. School Bd. Of Alachua County, 636 So. 2d 1383, 1385 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994).

Legislative Intent

 Statutes on the same subject are regarded 
in pari materia and should be read and 
construed together. 
 Okaloosa County Water & Sewer Dist. v. Hilburn, 160 So. 2d 43, 45 (Fla. 1964). 

 If the Legislature provides that an 
administrative power shall be exercised in 
a particular way such prescription 
precludes the doing of it in another way. 
 Block Brothers Corp. v. Dep’t of Business Reg., 321 So. 2d 447, 448 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975).
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Agency Deference 

 The Florida Supreme Court has stated that 
an agency’s administrative decisions are 
“clothed with a presumption of validity.”
 City of Tallahassee v. Mann, 411 So. 2d 162 (Fla. 1981). 

 The party challenging an agency bears the 
burden of proof showing that the 
interpretation is a departure from essential 
legal requirements. 
 City of Tallahassee v. Mann, 411 So. 2d 162 (Fla. 1981).

Agency Deference

 The review of an order of an administrative 
agency begins “with the usual recognition of 
deference to an agency’s interpretation of a 
statute it is charged to administer.”
 Cone v. State, Dep’t of Health, 886 So. 2d 1007, 1009 (Fla. 1st DCA 2004). 

 “An agency is afforded wide discretion in the 
interpretation of a statute which it is given the 
power and duty to administer.”
 Republic Media, Inc. v. Dep’t of Trans., 714 So. 2d 1203, 1205 (Fla. 5th DCA 1998).

 A reviewing court must defer to the statutory 
interpretation by an agency which is within the 
range of possible and reasonable. 
 Natelson v. Dep’t of Ins., 454 So. 2d 31 (Fla. 1st DCA 1984).

Standard of Review

 “[An] Agency’s statutory construction is 
entitled to great weight and is not to be 
overturned on appeal, unless clearly 
erroneous.”
 Braman Cadillac, Inc. v. Dept. of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles, 584 So. 2d 1047 (Fla 1st DCA1989). 

 Great weight should also be afforded to an 
agency’s interpretation of the rules it 
administers.
 Chevron U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 844-845 (1984).
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Constitutional 
Challenges

Colin Roopnarine
Elizabeth Henderson

Chip Collette

Constitutionality in General

 Standing
 A person must be adversely affected by 

the part of a statute that is being 
challenged in order to challenge its 
constitutionality. 
 Henderson v. Antonacci, 62 So. 2d 5 (Fla. 1952). 

Three Types of 
Constitutional Challenges in the 

Administrative Context

 Facial Constitutionality of a statute authorizing 
an agency action

 Facial Constitutionality of an agency rule 
adopted to implement a constitutional provision 
or a statute

 Constitutionality of the agency’s action in 
implementing a constitutional statute or rule 
(Due Process Challenge) 

Key Haven Associated Enterprises, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Internal Improvement Trust Fund, 427 So. 2d 153 
(Fla. 1983).
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Facial Constitutionality

 The Court will begin from the premise that the 
statute is constitutional, unless the language of 
the statute is blatantly unconstitutional.

 Courts must construe the statute to uphold it.  
 Vildbill v. Johnson, 492 So.2d 1047 (Fla. 1986).

 “[W]hen a statute is susceptible to two 
interpretations, one of which would make it 
unconstitutional, the court is to adopt the 
interpretation which will uphold the statutes’ validity.” 
 Miami Dolphins, Ltd. V. Metro. Dade County, 394 So. 2d 981, 988 (Fla. 1981), citing, Redwing 

Carriers, Inc. v. Mason, 177 So. 2d 465 (Fla. 1965). 

 Courts will accept reasonable interpretations that 
would render the statute constitutional. 
 Dep’t of Ins. v. Southeast Volusia Hosp. Dist., 438 So. 2d 815 (Fla. 1983).

Facial Constitutionality

 Courts do not have authority to rule on 
the policy or wisdom of a statute.
 Fraternal order of Police, Metro. Dade County, Lodge No. 6 v. Dep’t of State, 392 So. 2d 1296 (Fla. 1980). 

 “Questions as to the wisdom, need or 
appropriateness are for the legislature.”
 Fulford v. Graham, 418 So. 2d 1204, 1205 (Fla. 1st DCA 1982) citing, State v. Bales, 343 So. 2d 9 (Fla. 1977)

Facial Constitutionality

 Burden of proof rests with the challenger.
 People’s Bank of Indian river County v. State Dep’t of Banking and Fin., 395 So. 2d 521, 524 (Fla. 1981).

 Challenger “must establish that no set of circumstances 
exists under which the Act would be valid.”
 United States v. Salerno, 107 S. Ct. 2095, 2103 (1987).

 Challenger must prove conflict with either the 
United States Constitution or Florida Constitution 
“beyond all reasonable doubt.”
 Metro. Dad County v. Bridges, 402 So. 2d 411, 413-414 (Fla. 1981). 

 The only time the State must prove a statute is 
constitutional is in First Amendment litigation. 
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Due Process Challenge

 Ask: Does the statute promote people’s health, 
safety or welfare? 

 Test: Does “the statute bear a reasonable 
relation to a permissible legislative objective and 
is not discriminatory, arbitrary or oppressive.”
 Lasky v. State Farm Ins. Co., 296 So. 2d 9, 15 (Fla. 1974). 

 The sole concern should be the “constitutionality 
of the means chosen,” and not the “wisdom of 
the Legislature in choosing the means to be 
used.”
 Id.

Due Process Challenge

 Agencies are charged with protecting the 
public health, safety and welfare. 

 Agencies regulate the public health, safety and 
welfare through the police power. 

 Property rights are subject to the police power.
 Palm Beach Mobile Homes, Inc. v. Strong, 300 So. 2d 881 (Fla. 1974).

 Businesses can be regulated through the police 
power as long as there is a rational basis for so 
doing.
 State ex rel. Hosack v. Yocum, 136 Fla. 246, 252, 186 So. 448, 451 (Fal. 1939); Wickman v. Firestone, 500 So. 2d 740, 741 

(Fla. 4th DCA 1987). 

Due Process Challenges –
Business Regulation

 The United States Constitution and the Florida 
Constitution do not provide a fundamental right to be 
an employer.

 The right to choice of employment is a recognized due 
process right, but it is subject to “reasonable 
government regulation.” 
 Conn V. Gabbert, 526 U.S. 286, 292-293, 119 S. Ct. 1292, 1295-1296 (1999). 

 “A state regulation violates a protected liberty interest 
if it completely interferes with the right to engage in a 
lawful occupation.” 
 Lane v. Chiles, 698 So. 2d 260, 264 (Fla. 1997). 

 No equal protection violation unless applicable to some 
persons and not to others under essentially similar 
conditions. 
 Dutton, 67 Fla. at 383. 
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Challenges to “excessive fines”

 “A fine is not excessive in violation of the 
Constitution unless it is plainly and undoubtedly 
in excess of any reasonable requirements for 
redressing the wrong.”
 Ferre v. State of Florida, 478 So. 2d 1077, 1083 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1985), citing Amos v. Gunn

 Fines that double the amount of money involved 
in an unlawful act have been held to be proper 
and constitutional.
 Baeumel v. State, 26 Fla. 71, 74 (Fla. 1890).

 The liability imposed may be avoided by not 
violating the statute.
 Dutton, 67 Fla. at 383

Constitutional Challenges at DOAH

 Administrative proceedings are not the 
proper venue for determining the facial 
constitutionality of a statute. 
 Dep’t of Revenue v. Young American Builders, 330 So. 2d 864, (1st DCA 1976).

 The Florida Supreme Court further stated 
that an “administrative hearing officer 
lacks jurisdiction to consider constitutional 
issues.” 
 Gulf Pines Memorial Park, Inc., v. Oaklawn Memorial Park, Inc., 361 So. 2d 695, 699 (fla. 1978). 

Constitutional Challenges at DOAH

 The First District Court of Appeals narrowed the 
Florida Supreme Court’s statement by declaring 
“[t]he Administrative Procedure Act does not 
confer authority on administrative law judges or 
other executive branch officers to invalidate 
statutes on constitutional or other grounds.” 
 Communications Workers of America, Local 3170 v. City of Gainesville, 697 So. 2d 167, 170 (1st DCA 1997). 

 Thus, the First DCA implied that certain 
constitutional issues in administrative 
proceedings, such as invoking the privilege 
against self-incrimination, can be heard by 
Administrative Law Judges. 
 Id. at 169-170.
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Standards for Review of 
Constitutional Challenges

 A party may challenge the constitutionality of a 
statute by seeking a declaratory judgment 
directly in circuit court, or by completing the 
administrative process and then filing for a direct 
review of the statute in district court under 
Section 120.66

 The standard of review is de novo, and a Court 
must determine whether an agency interpreted 
the law erroneously.
 Florida Bd. Of Med. V. Florida Acad. Of cosmetic Surgery, Inc., 808 So. 2d 243, 255 (Fla. 1st

DCA 2002). 

Declaratory Judgments 
and Exhaustion 

of Administrative Remedies
 Declaratory Judgments will only be granted in 

cases where “extraordinary circumstances” are 
involved. 

 “When the administrative proceedings can have 
no effect on the constitutional issue to be 
presented to the circuit court…[then] a 
requirement that administrative proceedings be 
exhausted…would be needlessly time-consuming 
and expensive.” 
 Key Haven at 157 citing Gulf Pines, 361 So. 2d 695 (Fla. 1978).
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